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here is a crisis in science education. Advances in
science and technology have transformed our lives
in recent decades, and will continue to do so at an

Foreword
Preservice
Elementary
Teacher Education
in Science

ever-increasing rate. Responsiole citizenship in this democracy requires citizens who can make informed decisions on
the uses of science. Yet most Americans still regard science
as the province of stereotypical eccentric geniuses arid wild-.
eyed mad scientists.
Science is not yet viewed as an integral part of either the
school curriculum or our day-to-day lives. Many otherwise
educated Americans are illiterate in science. Otherwise competent teacheis are afraid to teach science, and students are
afraid to enroll in science courses.

The root of the present crisisand the fertile seedbed of
a brighter future in science educationis the elementary
teacher preparatory program. If teachers can be taught to
present science in ways that reflect what we now know
about the nature of science and the way children learn
science, tomorrow will be brighter for their students and
their students' children.

At the present time, elementary teaching students are
likely to take too few courses in math and science-. The
courses they do take are likely to be designed for career
scientists, not teaching generalists. Our search for exemplary preservice elementary science programs aimed to
uncover the exceptions to this sorry situation.
Each of the seven exemplary programs described in this
volume is carefully designed to focus on the science skills,

knowledge, and attitudes that students need. Faculty in
each program madel effective teaching behaviors, and prepare teachers for creative adaptation to a dynamic future.
Students whose teachers are trained in these programs
will learn with enthusiasm, and demand continued excellence in science education as they enter secondary schools.
Pressure for improvement in secondary school science will

result in better prepared candidates entering preservice
programs,and we will all move forward with the cycle of
excellence thus begun.

=John E. Penick
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Chapter 1
Excelleftee- itt

Presetvice
Elementary
1-laeher Education
in Science
Barbara S. Spector
University of South Florida
Tampa, Florida 33620

he quality of life in our society is, and promises to
continue to be, highly dependent on science and
technology. Biotechnology is altering our economy
and job markets through changes in agriculture, industry,
and medicine. We are on the verge of breakthroughs in
many areas, from cleaning up oil spills to curing major
human diseases. Even now, each of us makes daily decisions that are ba§ed on sdence and technology. The need
for scientific and technological literacy is inescapable.
Where can the American people turn to meet this need?
Science educators can exercise leadership in providing the

tools to cope with and make a difference in this changing
world. There is a growing realizaiion that §tudents' attitudes towards science are formed in the elementary grades.

These attitudes determine a student's capacity to learn
science and understand the technology ,Ir.on which our
society is based.

The current national focus on science education began
with attention to science in the secondary schools in 1952;
As various states pushed for excellence in secondary school
science, a common lament began to be heard from second:
ary science teachers:"If students had decent science programs in elementary school, they would at least come to us
with positive attitudes towards science, and some §cience
skins on which we could build!"
Their cry has been heard. The national attention which
focused first on secondary §cience is beginning to extend to
the elementary schools: Some states and school diStrictS
have responded by requiring that science be taught in the
elementary grade§ a certain nurnber of minutes per day or
per week. Others are developing and implementing district

or state-wide tests to ensure that students attain basic
§cience skills during their elementary school years.

Effective elementary science programs and effective
elementary science teachers are the keys to developing
appropriate attitudes and_skills in student§. But today science

anxiety runs rampant among this country's elementary
teachers. A study by Stake and Easley (1978) suggests that

not even half of the nation's elementary students have

a

single year in which a substantial share of the curriculum i§
devoted to science, and the teacher does a good job of teaching it. Many teachers ignore science completi::.
Science anxiety has combined with the "back to basics"
movement (in which science was excluded from tne ba§icS)
to inhibit progress in elementary science teaching at a time
when our need for scientific and technological expertise is
growing daily;
The science education community must face _and conquer science anxiety. Educational institutions with teacher

preparation programs must identify and propagate prac:
tices that relieve science anxiety, and provide teachers with
the attitudes, skills, and knowledge to teach science effectively at the time_ when children'S mind§ lend themselves

most readily to inquiry, exploration, and discovery. It iS
easier to prepare teachers properly than it is to provide
remediation once they have been certified and are teaching.
In 1981; NSTA's Steering COmmittee on Teacher Education, chaired by Ken Mechling, set out to gather the data
for a portrait of science teacher preparation in the 1950s:
Stedman and Dowling studied certification practices; Dcnnellan Mvestigated elementary teachers' perception§ of their
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preparation for teaching science; and Mechling inquired
Into program requirements in science for preservice elementary teachers. These data revealed the need to identify
a desired state for preservice elementary teacher education
programs and to identify practices leading to the desired

Standard lb: Soence Content Courses for Elementary Teachers

state.

should

The certification study found serious inconsistencies
among the 46 states which responded. Nineteen states
require some science for early childhood certification, and
36 states require science for elementary certification. Most,
however, do not identify which science courses preservice
teachers are to take.
Only seven states specify even one course in biology or
physical science. Presumably, preservice teachers can satisfy
their requirements by taking_ courses_ with very limited
dassroom application, such as Famous Scientists, Food and
Drugs, or Kinesiology. Moreover, only one quarter of the

states demand a science methods course for elementary
certification (Stedman & Dowling, 1982). Elementary teach-

ers, science supervisors, and elementary school principals
all agree that most elementary preservice training inadequately prepares teachers to teach science (Donnellan, 1982).

areas: biological science; physical science; and Earth science.

These courses should be designed specifically to serve
the needs of preservice elementary school teachers. They

Provide knowledge of science content Selected for it§
application to elei-nentary school classrooms
Increase skill in using the processes of science

Develop positive attitudes toward science and science
instruction at the elementary school level
if student enrollment does not warrant separate courses
in science content for preservice elementary teachers, the
required science courses should reflect the special needs of
these preservice teachers.
Standard Ila: Science Teaching Methods

Preservice elementary teachers should be required to
complete a minimum of one separate course of approximately three semester hours in elementary science methods.
This course should be scheduled after the science content
courses and just prior to student teaching.

Mechling surveyed the 50 institutions of higher education with the largest number of teacher education graduates in the U. S. during the 1979-80 academic year. His data

Standard Mb: Content of the Sclence Teaching Methods Course

indicate that in half of the responding institutions preservice teachers were not required to earn any more science
credits than non-science majors who were not planning to
teach. Eight credits or less were considered adequate for
both groups. Most institutions did not even specify disciplines in their graduation requirements for teachers. As a
result, many teachers have had no preparation in either
physical or Earth science, both critical subjects in the elementary curriculum.
The science courses teachers commonly take are surveys
designed for non-science majors. Their only alternative is
to enroll in courses designed as the first steps of series for
people who intend to work in traditional science professions. In neither case is the preservice teacher likely to see
any relationship betweeen the contents of these courses
and the science he or she will teach in elementary school.

The elementary science methods course should develop
instructional skills which will help preservice teachers teach
science processes, attitudes, and content to children in grades
K-6. The course should allow prospective teachers
To experience hands-on activities which promote process
skill development
To select science content appropriate for the elementary
school
To design classroom environments that promote positive
attitudes

To choose and use a variety of instructional strategies
and materials

To develop techniques for evaluating pupil progress in
science
Standard III: Field Experiences

Only one third of the responding institutions offered science
courses which were specifically developed to meet the needs
of prospective elementary teachers.
During 1981-1982, the Teacher Education Committee of
NSTA addressed the question: What kind of science teacher
preparation would produce a confident beginning te,a-her

Preservice elementary teachers should have opportunities throughout their undergraduate years to teach science
to children in schools. These field experiences in science
should begin with observation and tutoring and proceed
through small and large group instruction. Student teach-

able to provide young children with a positive attitude
toward science and relevant science content and skills?

science.

(Since elementary teacher education traditionally integrates
all the subjects taught in K through 6, Including science,
into one comprehensive program, science teacher preparation

here indicates those courses, learning opportunities, and
experiences that prepare a person to teach elementary
science, as opposed to language arts, mathematics, etc.) The
committee's work culminated in the following recommended
standards.

ing must include experience in planning and teaching
Standard IV: Faculty PreparatIon

Faculty assigned to teach science content and methods
courses for preservice elementary teachers should have the
qualifications, experience, and interest to provide high qual-

ity instruction. They should be be instructed in science
laboratories and educational facilities that include equip-

ment, instructional materials, and library holdings

which promote science learning and exemplify outstanding
school science programs.

Standard la: Science Content Preparation

All colleges and universities should require a minimum
of 12 semester hours or 18 quarter hours of laboratory
field-oriented science, including courses in each of theSe
6

Standard V: Prpfessional Orientation

The professional orientation of preservice elementary
teachers should include experiences that

Standard V: Professional Orientation

Excellence in Preservice Elementary Teacher Education in
Science. The standards were the basis for the actual criteria
used in the Search.
These criteria use course title§ and number§ of credit§

The professional orientation of preservice elementary
teachers should include experiences that

Instill positive attitudes toward science and science
teaching
Foster an appreciation for the value of science in the total
curriculum and in the lives of the children
Develop a commitment to continue their education as
teachers of science through reading, professional organi-

that are common in higher education institutions. The
number of credits indicates that a minimum amount of

time is to be devoted to a Specific Subject. This is not intended to suggest that every institution must have a Spe=

cific course for each topic with the prescribed title and

zations, and further education, Including inservic.2

number of credits. It is creativity, And not conformity, that
Will promote excellence in pre;ervice education for elementary teachers. Innovative approaches to course development
can produce prospective teachers wha are willing and able
to use appropriate pedagogicai, scientific, and technological
skills and knowledge in their teaching.

eXperiences.

It is within the context of these standards that the Association for the Educacion of Teachers in Science (AETS)
collaborated with NSTA to institute the 1985 Search for

(Figure 1) Criteria for Excellence in Freservice Elementary Teacher Education in Science

In the preService education of elementary teachers in

An (understanding) of how to ensure safety in science

science, the program recognized for its excellence will prepare teachers who

activities

An understanding of technique§ for evaluating pupil

Display positive attitudes toward science and science

progress which are congruent with instruction and which
address the processes as well as the content of science

education
Recognize the inherent value of science in the lives of all
people

The candidate's instructional program will be carefully

Implement courses which meet thr SESE criteria for

organized to provide

elementary school science
Seek continuing professional self-improvement in science
a-:.! science teaching

Significant field and laboratory experienceat least 30
percent of the candidate'S Science courSework Should be
based on direct experience in investigating phenomena
with scientific equipment

With regard to background in science concepts and proT
cesses, the preservice elementary teacher's preparation

Opportunities throughout the program to teach science
to children in schools--these experience§ should begin
with observation and tutoring and gradually proceed
through various forms o: small and large group instruc-

will:

Include 12 semester hours of study balanced among biology, physical science, and Earth science
cover content specifically appl;cable to the elenientary
curriculum
Provide understanding of the societal implications of science and technology
Prowde competence in science processes such as observing, classifying, measuring, interpreting, predicting, and
experimenting

With regard tb education in science teaching aporoaches
and strategies, the preservice elementary teacher's preparation will provide the candidate with
At least three semester hours of study, ideally undei taken just prior to student teaching
Knowledge and skills to work effectively with a wide
range of student abilities and socio-economic and ethrt:c
backgrounds
Personal_problem7solving and process skills, acquired
through significant hands-on experience
The knowledge and skills to develop a classroom envirOnment that promotes positive attitudes toward science
The ability to use media, computers, and other technologies appropriately in classroom science instruction
The ability to iise a variety of instructional strategies and
materials, including local/community reSources and per-

tion

Student teaching which includes experience§ in both
planning and teaching science to elementary sch( ol
students
Significant contact with the kinds of facilities, equipment,
and instructional and library materials which are typical
of oUtstanding science teaching/learning programs
A continuouS feedback process to keep the program current in both §cience and science education

Faculty who ,erve in the preservice education of elementary teacher§ in Science Should

Have the qualifications, experience, and intereSt to pro:
vide high-quality instruction

Have specific preparation in and experience with the
teaching of science

Model exemplary instructional design and practice in
science teaching
Keep current in science and science education research
Model participation in profeSSional aSSociationS in Science
education
Maintain a close continuing association with cooperatirq,
elementary school§

sonnel
7
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These criteria may appear reasonable, even obvious and
readily implemented, to those unfamiliar with the internal
workings of most colleges and universities. However, to

those who know the resistance to change in most traditional teacher education programs, these criteria are challenging Indeed. Traditional biases and the constraints of
bureaucratic functioning will confront those who promote
change _to meet or exceed these criteria:
The following are some of the biases that must be overcome in order to develop programs meeting these criteria
for excellence:

Scientists in some universities do not consider it appropriate to develop job-related courses for any profession
other than that of research scientist, whether the job is
engineering; nursing; or teaching.
Many university scientists dislike the use cf science prefixes on courses for preservice elementary teachers because they say the courses lack academic rigor. They
think that proponents of special courses are asking for
"watered down" versions of courses that already exist in
the sequence for science majors.
Most working scientists have little oceasion to et nsider

that elementary teachers are generalists who mast be
prepared to teach competently across the curriculum during a four or five year period of undergraduate education.

The fellowing are some organizational constraints that
may inhibit the development of excel:ent preservice elementary teacher education programs:
Most institutions require some minimum number of students in a course, in order to pay a faculty rns-mber's
salary for teaching it.
The misconception that teaching science requires the
same methods as teaching other disciplines may result in
institutions requiring preservice teachers to enroll in
general methods courses, rather than offering specific
instruction in science methods.
Lecture 1: the primary mode of instruction in traditional
science courses, which focus on acquisition of the accrued

body of knowledge. The processes of science and problem identification and solving are not emphasized.
Laborato:y experiences; if they exist at all, are often in
separate sections ks: coure-:, and may not be synchronized with the lectures. The laboratories are usually confirmation and deduction exercises, providing few chances
for prospective teachers to experience open-ended inductive investigation.
Since teachers teach as they were taught, they are likely

to provide an environment for children which supports
curiosity, investigation, and inquiry only if they are taught
in a similar environment. The lack of science teaching in
elementary schools suggests that preservice elementary
teachers are not able to, or not willing to, translate practices
from general methods classes into methods for teaching
science. These criteria call for a specific science methOdS
course separate from general methods courses, though not
necessarily separate from science content courses.
In education departments or coftes which offer separate
elementary science mahods courses, the need to equalize
teaching loads sometimes means thzt non-science educators, generalists in elementary education, or even specialists
in other discipline§ are a: signed to teach the elementary

science methods courses. This is why we stress the qualifications of faculty.
There are other cautions to remember when reviewing a

program for conformity to these criteria for excellence.
Course titles and abstracts cannot give a comprehensive
idea of what prospective teachers will learn from a program

of courses. Be sure to obtain specific information when
evaluating a program or a course.
The evaluation procedures used in courses are crucial to
what the prospective teacher learns. Undergraduates will
take what is tested as their nv?asure of importance, rather
than what a professor says is important. If the two are not
commensurate, the student will behave in response to what
is graded. Fbr example, if a prospective teacher's task was
practicing process skills, but testing covers only the body of
scientific facts, concepts, and theories used to develop the
process skills, the prospective teacher is unlikely to believe
that process skills are Important. One could expect to find

that person teaching children only the accrued body of
knowledge.

It should not come as a surprise that no institutions are
identified which excel in all aspects of the criteria delineated

for this search: However; the goal of the search was to
identify institution§ in which_desired practices are being
implemented. The Search for Excellence in Preservice Ele-

mentary Teacher Education in Science is a strategy for
change: We believe that publicizing institutions which are

successful in some areas will stimulate them to further
growth, and inspire others to adopt, adapt, or generate
their own versions of these practices. In this way, the
search will ultimately improve the condition of elementary
science teaching throughout the nation.
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The University of Toledo is a state-supported urban
institution that serves about 1:2 million persons in

northwest Ohio and southeastern Michigan. The
College of Education and Allied PrOfeSSions has full time
students in baccalaureate; masters; education specialist, and
doctoral programs, with one half of the_students enrolled in

Chapter 2

teacher certification programs. The Department of Elementary and Early Childhood Education prepares profes-

CBTEt An
Iftdividualized
Elementary Science
Teacher Education

high school levels. Our 150 students, including those who

sionals at the early childhood, elernetaary, middle, and junior

have an area of specialization in Science, work with 17
department faculty in the interdisciplinary undergraduate
Competency Based Teacher Education Program (CBTE).

Design of the Program
PreService elementary science teacher education at the
University of Toledo is an integral part of the Undergraduate CBTE Prograrn. The program was designed in 1%8-1969;

implementation began in 1970;__and by 1973_the College
operated a fully developed CBTE program. The program
represents a single, comprehensive effort to bring about
change in the way elementary arid secondary teachers are
prepared for teaching. Corresponding changes have occurred in the schools where theSe graduates are most likely
to teach. The premise that changes in teacher education
should also change the schools has led to a working agreement among university and public and private school personnel to educate preservice and inservice teachers at the
same time.
Our enhanced teacher education program is practical,
exacting, and flexible. It is field based, so students learn
about teaching in actual claSSroornS. The broad goals of
education are clearly articulated, so that success is easy to
demonstrate. The University of Toledo's teacher education

Ptogram
Jerome E. De Bruin, James R. Gress,
and Jerry L. Underfer
Department of Elementary and
Early Childhood Education
University of Toledo
2801 W. Bancroft Street
Toledo, Ohio 48606

program specifies the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values
needed by teachers, but allows alternative mean§ and vary-

ing lengths of time far achieving these specifications.

Together, members Of the c011ege faculty and local school

personnel have created a school-based curriculum for
teacher education which respects the uniqueness of learnert
by individualizing the instructional process. Each teacher

education student meets common educational objectives, but each does not meet them in the same manner or
time frame. Science education at the University of Toledo
has been unique in these respects.

Goals and Objectives
The developers of the University of Toledo's CBTE pro-

gram adopted a statement of ten broad goals of teacher
education. Each teacher is prepared to employ teacher behaviors which will help every child
Acquire the greatest possible understanding of himlherself and appreciation of his/her worth as a member of
society

Develop an understanding and appredation of persons
belonging to different social, cultural, and ethnic groups
I' laster basic skills in the use of words and numbers
Exhibit a positive attitude toward school and toward the
learning process

ii

Acquire habits and attitudes associated with responsible

being
Receive opportun7ty _and encouragement to be creative in

Skills of scientific inquiry in a selected physical or natural
science discipline
Refined skills of observing, recording, classifying, organizing, and interpreting phenomena unique to the Selected
science discipline
An attitude of scientific objectivity when observing z,nd

one or more fields of endeavor

evaluating data in their physical and natural environ-

citizenship

Acquire good health habits and an understanding of the
conditions necessary for physical and emotional well-

Understand the opportunities open to preparing for a
productive life and how to take full advantage of these
opportunities

Understand and appreciate human achievement in the
natural sciences, the social sciences, the humanities, and
the arts
Prepare for a world of rapid change which demands continuing education throughout adult life
Objectives were prepared for each of the ten program

goals in five contexts. The objectives, broadly stated in
terms of behaviors which can be observed and measured,
lie at the heart of the CBTE program. Each objective tells
the teacher-in-training what is expected as a demonstration
of having mastered the sk:lls it requires. The objectives are
also the backbone of the .nstructional modules. A single
module consists of one oi more objectives, a rationale, suggested instructional activities, materials to be used, and evaluation procedures.
The professional education program at the University of
Toledo involves three career decisions courses, four block
courses for elementary education students, and a full quar-

ter of student teaching. All courses are accompanied by
clinical and field-based experiences which include teaching
youngsters in local schools. These early experiences add up
to 300 hours of field-based teaching over three years. Student teaching, done in the senior year, comprises another
300 hours of teaching experience.
One of the blocks is Elementary Teaching and Learning
III: Teaching Science in the Elementary Classroom. Today,
the elementary science education program includes science
and science education in general studies, the professional
sequence, and work in areas of specialization.

General Studies Component
All students in the program complete a general studies
component that provides a firm liberal education foundation and specialized content and process skills. This compo-

nent of the curriculum is fully integrated and consistent
with the general goals of the undergraduate teacher education program.

The general education component is important to the
graduates' long term success in working with youngsters in
schools, for it provides a basic understanding of both science
content and teaching skills. In general studies science classes

students obtain the fundamental experiences; skills; and
insights they expect to develop later in their own students.
Minimum requirements in science for undergraduate elementary education students include courses in biology,
naturai sciences; and geology. In addition to these general
courses, teachf r education students should graduate with
An understanding of the central concepts, structures.,
and processes of one of the physical or natural sciences
Knowledge _of the ways in which a specific science discipline has influenced human achievement
10

ments
An understanding of the necessity of an ecologically balanced environment
An appreciation of the benefits society has received from
scientific experimentation in general

The Professional Sequence
The principal focus in the preparation of elementary
science teachers occurs in the eight quarter-hour professional block course, Elementary Teaching And Learning III.
This course includes various on-campus sessions and a minimum of fifty quarter hours of related field experience in a
school setting. Modules in the interdisciplinary science education course include instruction in
Unit Planning and Implementation in Science Teaching
Teaching Science in the Elementary School
Critiquing and Improving Faulty Test Items in Science
Oassroom Management Techniques in Science
Problem Solving in Science
Concept_Lessons in Science
Inquiry Teaching in Science
Questioning Lessons in Science
Unit Planning and Implementation in Science Teaching

A. Each student will be able to deSigri a §cience unit plan

which meets criteria established on the Unit Planning
checklist: Components of the unit include:
Rationale and goal statements
Behavioral objective§

Concept statements (science content outline)
Pre- and post-instructional strategies and activities
Assessment of pupil learning
Evaluation of the science instructional system
B. Each student will be able to design daily lesson plans

which are consistent with the overall unit plan and with
module requirements for lesson plans in inquiry, que§tion:
ing, and concept te iching in science.
C. Each student will select, prepare; and use instructional
materials that are consistent with daily lesson plans and the
overall unit plan.
D. Each student will be able to implement daily lesson plans
that meet predetermined criteria and include the following
components:
Rationale, goals, and objective§
Pre-assessment of pupil learning
Instructional strategies and activities for learning
POs-assessment Of pupil kaining
E. Each student will be able syStematically lo collect, analyze; and interpret data on the ef fectiveness of units which

meet criteria stated on the science unit implementation
checkliSt.

F. Each student will make appropriate revisionS in the
science unit plan; based on the evaluation dlta and criteria
of the science unit planning checklist.
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G. Each student will be able to function as a full; collabora-

ting member of a two-person instructional team in the
planning, implementation, evaluation, and revision of an
instructional unit, according to criteria stated on the team
member checklist and the personal and professional fitness
checklist.
Teaching Science in the Elementary School

As a result of this experience, the prospective elementary
school teacher of science will accomplish all of the following:

A. Complete the Richard Moore Science Attitude Inventory (SAL) Pretest and Posttest
B. Complete the State of Ohio Eighth Grade Science Con-

criteria specified on the positive reinforcement, ignoring
inappropriate behaviors, and avoiding criticism checkliSt.
B. Given a simulated problem, each student will role play,
using reality therapy with a partner, giving evidence of all

of the eight components specified in the handout Reality
Therapy: Each student will turn in a written script following the role-playing with all components labeled correctly:
C. Given a videotaped teaching segment, each student will
become familiar with and use the positive reinforcement,
ignoring inappropriate behaviors, and avoiding criticism
checklist. Each student will write at least three examples of
the Premack Principle, at least one of which is applicable to
an elementary science setting.

tent Pretest and Posttest, with a minimum of 80 percent

Problem Solving in Snence

science content mastery
C. Construct an interdisciplinary elementary science unit

The student develops an understanding of the process of
problem solving in science and applies that process to problems in science education. Given a set of hypothetical circumstances or an opportunity to experience real or simu.,
latecl problems, the student analyzes the experiences and
lists the effects of rigidity; inflexibility, impulsivity, failure
to identify the problem, and failure to organize information
as possible barriers in problem solving efforts.
A. Given appropriate information, the student must orga.,
nize the information _correctly to solve the problem and list
at least five steps in the problem solving process in appropriate sequence.
B. Each student works cooperatively with other interns to
provide acceptable solutions to several given problems; and

of instruction following the unit format used in student
teaching (The science unit includes components of the student teaching unit, a daily master plan outline with appropriate bridges and self-evaluation sections, and one lesson
plan per teaching day following a lesson plan format.)
D. Prepare a videotaped microteaching peerpresentation of
at least one science concept, employing one of the following
four instructional strategies: divergent inquiry, convergent
inciuiry, questioning, or concept teaching
E. Prepare and teach at least two science activities appropriate for science learning centers in the field

F. Review and evaluate at least one computer software
program that can be used in teaching in the field
G. Successfully complete the teaching of at least 16 elementary science lessons to children in the field (The student will
supply a lesson plan and checklist to the observer, teach the
lesson, having children manipulate concrete science mate-

rials at least 50 percent of the time, complete the selfevaluation section of the checklist, and return it to the
observer upon completion.)
H. Choose and complete at least two elementary science
project activities from Chapter 8, "My MiniBook of Science
Activities" in the text Creative Hands-On Science Experiences

(De Bruin, 1980) or from field experience activity in the
schools ( These_ activities are to be written, duplicated for
each member of the class, and presented during the science
fair at the end of the quarter.)
I. Complete all assigned readings from Science and Children,
Science Activities, the text, and other pertinent sources
J. Attend class regularly and promptly (especially important

because of the laboratory orientation of the class)
Test Items in Science

Given ten exi..mples of faulty test items in a variety of
formats (including multiple choice, true/false, matching,
completion, short answer, and essay items), and using this
module, each student will identii), all test construction errors

and rewrite those faulty items in the same item format. At
least nine of the ten items need to be in corrected form,
according to the criteria in this module, with no major test
construction errors remaining.
Classroom Management Techniques in Science

A. Each student will implement positive social reinforcers
during the first two weeks of field experience and meet the
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works independently to solve another set of simple
problems.

Concept Lessons in Science

A. Given materials and a field placement, the student will
design and implement a science concept lesson, giving evidence of the six relevant components and meeting criteria
on the concept lesson checklist in this module.
B. Given ten statements of concept definitions, attributes,
and examples, the student will match each with its most
appropriate descriptor, with a minimum accuracy of 80
percent.
C. Given ten statements involving referent definition and
its use in teaching, the cone of learning experiences, and
the order of components in teaching a concept lesson, the
student will match each with its most apprrpriate descriptor with a minimum accuracy of 80 percent.
D. Given seven examples of segments of a concept lesson,
the student will label each with its component name with
no more than one error.
Inquiry Teaching in Science

A. In an actual classroom situation, each student will teach
a lesson using Suchman's methods for convergent inquiry
in science. These include
The rules and purposes of inquiry
Pre-assessment
Student inquiry
Student and/or teacher summaries
A follow-up analysis of the more effective questions for
subsequent inquiry sessions
Each student will receive d cooperative peer evaluation
11

averaging 3.5 or higher on the inquiry lessons group evaluation form and/or on the instructor's evaluation of specified criteria on the convergent inquiry self:evaluation form.
B. Having completed objective A above, each student, in an
actual classroom situation, will teach a lesson expanding
upon the inquiry process and making it more inductive.
This technique is known as divergent inquiry. The student
will demonstrate ability as a planner, introducer, questioner,
and sustainer of inquiry; a rephraser; and a value investigator. The student will receive a cooperative peer evaluation
of 3.5 or higher on the expanded inquiry leSon group eval=
uation form and/or the instructor's evaluation of specified
criteria on the divergent inquiry lesson self-evaluation form,
items 1-7.

of field assignments per student has increased significantly,

as mandated by the Ohio Standards for Colleges or Universities Preparing Teachers Edb-303-02, "Curriculum"
(1983).

Clinical experiences occur in on-campus classes, seminar
sessions, and unit labs, and at off-campus sites. Unlike typical classroom experiences, in which students are confronted
with situations as they arise spontaneously, clinical laboratory activities are preplanned and regulated so that all students can participate in similar educational experiences un-

der relatively controlled conditions. Clinical experiences
insure that students experience typical classroom p lems
before they embark on in-school field expenences. Clinical
experiences may also be used to reenact situations that
already have occurred in the field. These experiences include

Questioning Lessons in Science

A. The student will understand how to design and implement a science questioning lesson and incorporate recall,
convergent, divergent, and value questions.

B. The student will use all four types of questions in a
written science lesson plan. In the questioning lesson, there
must be at least twice as many convergent, divergent, and
evaluative (higher order) questions as there are cognitive
memory (recall; or lower_order) questions,_ with at least two
examples of each type. Furthermore, each question or set
Of queStibris muSt be labeled attording tb type, suth AS
recall; convergent; divergent; and evaluative: This lesson
plan and the unit plan must be approved before implementation in the field.
C. In A 7-15 minute time peribd during field experience, the

student will teach a questioning lesson that meets the
stated criteria on the scieriee questiOning observation
checkliSt.

Fieldi Laboratory and Clinical Experiences
Most undergraduate laboratory experiences take place in
local off,campus settings. These formal, organized, coursere!ated field activities begin early in each student's program
and continue in a Sequential manner from the fre§hman/
sophomore career decisions courses through the upper division block courses. University faculty senze_as liaison persons between the school and the college (De Bruin, 1978).
Laboratory experiences may be associated with general
professional education courses which all students in a given
program must complete, or they may occur in conjunction
with elective courses for students who seek special certifi=

role playing, peer teaching, developing and using educational media, microteaching, observing and evaluating
videotaped mini-lessons, developing and/or administering
and evaluating tests, participating in simulation activities,
and improvising specific activities to be taught to youngsters in the schools.

Areas of Specialization
Every elementary education major select§ an area of specialization from one of five academic fields or completes a
second major in special education. A minimum of 20 hours
of coursework in science is necessary to develop a science
area of specialization. In addition to a variety of courses
offered in the College of Arts and Sciences, special teacher
education courses include Environmental Concepts, Physical Science Concepts, Earth and Space Science Concepts,

and Biological Science Concepts. Each of the required
courses covers science concepts and processes, science
teaching strategies, and classroom, laboratory, and field
experience opportunities.

Modules in the science education block are taught by
mterdisciplinary teaching teams of regular faculty from
Educational Psychology, Curriculum and Methodology,
Educational Media and Technology, and Social Foundations
of Education. The teams spend out of class time each week
to plan various class sessions. A block course usually meets

three hours a day, four days a week, including scheduled
clinical and field-based experience in the schools. Each inter-

continuous laboratory experiences are to enable students to

disciplinary faculty team elects a team leader who meets
regularly with other team leaders and college administrators to solve day-to-day logistical and admini§trative problems and to evaluate the effectiveness of team plans and
the program in general.
Science instruction in the professional sequence and the

mesh theory with yractite and to help students to reflect

science area of specialization is directed by faculty members

on and evaluate their own personal qualifications as future

in science education. The science education faculty work
closely with members of the College of Arts and Sciences
to articulate the science instruction featured in the general
component of the program with their own instruction in
the professional component of the program.

cation or who are pursuing special interests in education
and allied professions. The major purposes in providing

educators. ilerefore, we choose a wide range of sites
which will provide riChly diver§e field placement§ at all
course levels. Before student teaching begins, each of our
elementary science education students has_ already had an
opportunity to work with children from urban, surburban,
and/or rural settings, and with children from minority 3nd
non-minority groups. We also try to provide experience
with handicapped children or adults, either in a special Or a
mainstreamed class.
Over the past f:ve years, the actual number and diversity

Program Evaluation
Prior to the 1979-80 academic year, funds were allocated
to develop an internal system for monitoring all students in
elementary and secondary certification programs. A ques-
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tionnaire was developed and ined as part of a follow-up
§tudy of elementary school teachers. During the 1979-80
academic year, a form was devised and used to follow up on

our secondary school teachers: The college continues to
refine procedures to follow up its graduates in the teacher
education program who are employed at both the elementary and secondary levels. in a CBTE program, evaluation
is an important aspect of the total teacher education process. Modules are refined when data dictate a change.
Thus, the program uses both summative and formative
methods of evaluation:
Observations using high and low inference instruments
are completed on all student teachers to assess their teaching competencies and to determine whether the competen-

cies taught in the program are being demonstrated in the
classroom. A preliminary report of this activity is found in
the monograph "Research and evaluation in teacher education: A concern for competent, effective teachers" (Dickson
& Wiersma, 1980), in Empirical measurement of teacher performance (Dickson & Wiersma, 1984), and in DeBruin, 1983.
Attitudes Toward Science and Science Teaching

Pretests and posttests of undergraduate student attitudes
toward §cience and science teaching have been administered quarterly since 1975. As reported by DeBrum in
Piper's:Attitudes _toward science: Investigations (1977), initial study

of results found greater change in attitude relative to science

teaching than to science. The longitudinal study is currently in its eleventh year, and results of the first ten years
willsoon be submitted for publication.
The central thesis of this study is that the process undergraduates go through in solving on-campus and field-based
teaching problems and the degree to which they experience

success in solving these problems affects their attitudes
toward science and science teaching. If undergraduates ex-

perience success in their early teaching situations they
develop a positive attitude toward science and science teach-

ing. The converse may also be true: unsuccessful experiences may lead to negative attitudes.
During the planning phase of instruction a 70-item science
attitude inventory entitled "What Is Your Attitude Toward
Science and Science Teaching," by Richard W. Moore (1970),

is administered to the undergraduate students. The inventory is also given at the conclusion of the quarter to note
any change in attitude toward science and science teaching.

We have recently completed the thirty-first successive
quarter of collecting and analyzing data with this instrument. In each quarter, over three-fourths of the subjects
have reflected positive changes (pre/post) in attitude toward
science.

The mean scores from pretest to posttest for attitudes
toward science and attitudes toward science teaching in=
crease as students move through our program. It should be
eMphasized that results from the first and ensuing years of

the study were consistent with different groups of students. Attitude improvement has been evident in every
group.

Our plans for future research will focus on isolating
field-based success factors from factors operating on cam=

pus. To accomplish this, the attitude inventory will be
admini§tered prior to and immediately following field expe-

rience. Once field-based variable§ are identified and iso-

lated, additional factors and the frequency Of theSe factors
will be noted for further study. Tape recordings of seminar
debriefing sessions may contribute to this study.
Mastery of Science Content

Beginning in the fall quarter of 1981, a science content
test developed by a panel of Ohij §cience educatorS wa§
administered to all univer.lity students taking Teaching
Science in the Elementary School. This science content test
was developed for uSe with eighth grade students as part of
the Ohio Educational Assessment Program (1979), de§igned
to identify statewide learner needs for selected subject areas
and grade levels. To insure that undergraduate elementary
education students at the UniverSity of Toledo maStered at
least eighth grade science content, the test was made part

of the course's core requirements. A criterion level of 80
percent waS required for Completion of the course. Approxi-

mately 90 percent of the univerSity Students passed the
test, and the other 10 percent engaged in further science
activity to meet minimum requirements. A status report
featuring the reSultS of thiS four-year study is currently
being written.
Prograin Needs and Plans for Improvement of the_Program

DeSpite it§ eXemplary citation§ by NCATE and NSTA,
members of the University of Toledo's elementary §cience
teacher education program have identified areas that need

refinement and further needs to be met in the program's
continuing emphasis on excellence. Fir§t, the monitoring of
all aspects of the program needs to continue. Second, there
is a need for a complete follow=up study of undergraduate
3cience teacher education students, especially those with
science areas of concentration. The §taff will continue to
study the progress made by its graduates and will vigorously
recruit experienced teachers and graduates of the program

to further their StudieS in maSter's and doctOral degree
programs with an emphasis on science education. Third, AS
the program continues to grow in status, additional teachers
who are familiar With the program need to be identified as

master teachers under whom current undergraduates may
teach. This will insure continuity with local school person=
nel and further strengthen existing relationships.
Other program need§ include the following:
Additional personnel, financial Support, and §cience
materials from international, national, state, and local
Sources

Expanded physical faCilitieS to accomodate growing

enrollment
More computers to keep pace with technological advancement§

Further clinical facilitie§, Such a§ an additional microteaching center and various labs in which undergradu=
ates could teach demonstration science lessons
Expanded tie§ With local business and industrial centers
whose staff would be willing to act AS Science mentorS for
teachers conducting scientific research

Retired scientists to work with undergraduate and graduate student§ in the Science education center
Highly qualified high school science §tudent§ who will
pursue science teaching in the elementary and middle
School§
13
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Additional graduate students to assist in teaching and
become involved in further program developments
Outreach to faculty members not yet involved with the
program, e.g., members of the College of Arts and Sciences and the College of Pharmacy, to work closely with
science education personnel from the College of Education _and Allied Professions Joint programs need to be
developed which feature cooperative use of faculty and

DeBruin, J. E. (1983). A developmental perspective on the
growth of student teachers using the COKER and TPAI, in
Resources in education ED228223 . Washington, DC: ERIC
Clearinghouse on Teacher Education.
DeBri lin, j. E. (1984). Update on science education: Research

participation for honors teachers program. Tokdo Technical
Topics, 38-39: 1.

reSources.
Dickson, G., & Wiersrna, W. (1980). Research and evaluation: A
concern for competent, effective teachers. Toledo: Center for Educa-

tional Research and Services.
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raduates of Ball State University's teacher prepara-

tion program in elementary education can say
without hesitation that they are prepared to teach
science to children.
Ball State students attend classes on a 94.6-acre residential campus in Muncie, Indiana, a city with a population of

Chapter 3
ASK: A Four-year
Teacher_

Preparation
Program
Susan M. Johnson
Biology Department
Ball State University
Muncie, Indiana 47306

80,000 which provides industry and services for the surrounding agricultural drea. In addition to serving as the
international headquarters of Ball Corporation, which has

grown into a leading space technology manufacturer;

Muncie houses major automotive-related plants.
We draw students from across the country and around
the globe, but many of the university's 17,000 students hail
from the communities and farmlands of north central Indiana. Many students represent the first generation of their
families to attend college. While students may enroll in one
of six colleges, BalLS tate has distinguished itself in teacher
education since its foundingas a state institution in 1918. It
has received awards of excellence from the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education for the EXEL
Program, the Teachers of the Disadvantaged Program, and
the Multi-Cultural Education program. It ranks first in the
country in the number of b....-ielors and masters of arts in
education degrees awarded annually.
Our program makes use of a number of university facilities, including well-equipped science teaching laboratories
and classrooms; Burris Laboratory School, a K-12 public
school which attracts_750 students from varied backgrounds;
three preschool facilities; Bracken Library, which house5
over one million volumes and contains a special educational

resource collection of teaching materials and children's
literature; Christy Woods Arboretum and greenhouse; a
planetarium; an observatory; and an official United States
Weathei Station. Additionally, students have laboratory
experiences in classrooms of local public schools throughout the state.

The Beginnings
Our preservice science program was very limited until in
the early 1970s, three strands were woven together as the
basis of the current program. One strand was the processoriented science approach_rnodelled by the early SAPA,
SCIS, and ESS materials. This transformed the methods
classes. At the same time, innovators in the science departments and elementary education were exploring integrated
approaches to scienefic problem solving and saw the_need
for additional science laVoratory and field experiences. These
considerations led to revision of science course offerings to

make them more laboratory-oriented and expansion of
tailored course offerings from the departments of biology,
chemistry, natural resources, Lleology, health sciences, nutrition, and geography.
The third strand was development of EXEL. Faculty in
Teachers College felt I need to help students integrate and
translate the knowledge from their university courses into
practical, effective teaching experiences. The EXEL program
recruited highly capable high school graduates who wanted

to teach. The program called for students to have two
quarters of practicum experience in an elementary classroom each year. In addition, the selected students would
take courses in a block so that, for example, social studies
15
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subject matter could be used to complement science, and

content and strategies to the development level of indi-

vice verSa.

vidual children

These three strandsprocess-oriented science, integration of scientific knowledge from a number of disciplines,
and the EXEL model of ektensive preservice classroom
experienceled to the current preservice science program.

The state of Indiana modelled muth of its 1977 teacher
certification program on the Ball State plan.
Creative, resourceful, enthusiastic, and talented faculty
from across the campus have been willing to spend their
time and energy to design; develop, implement, evaluate,
and revise our program on a continuous basis. Sometimes

the proceSS iS formal, and at other times informal and
experimental. The university governance system regulates
adoption and review oE major changes, while course improvements are handled informally. Task forces, commit-

tees, and small groups of energetic faculty continue to
create new ideas and options. This process can work
other institutions with a desire for growth and excellence.

Program Goals
We can summarize the science competence we want for
our preservice teachers in an acronymASK. ASK stands
for Attitudes, Skills, and Knowledge: scientific attitudes;
science process skills, and scientific knowledge. Science has

at itS Source the asking of questions, and teachers who
train at Ball State do more asking of leading questions than
direct telling of answers.

The attitude component is extremely important. If we
stimulate the curiosity of our preservice teachers, give them

the joy of trying their wings in their own investigations,
guide them through inductive and deductive risk-taking in

a relatively safe environment, invite them to discover
wonders in the ordinary, and reward their persistence, they
learn science, and look forward to opening the same doors

fotheir own students.

The Scientific skills, interpreted broadly, include such
learnedprocesses as observing, measuring, identifying problems real to the student, and proposing and testing possible
solutions. An emphasis on attitudes and skills implies that
our courSeS must go beyond textbooks to active science.
The knowledge component of ASK means that students

need to develop concepts and principles which will help
them make sense out of their environment. Lecause real
world problems require information from biology and
physical science as well as Earth/space science, students

Subjects Cövered
Preservice teachers complete at least 22 quarter hours of
science work, plus a science methods class. During each of

the four years they also participate in a fully supervised
practicum course in an elementary school setting in which
they observe and participate in science teaching. Each year
during this school experience students spend progressively
more assigned time in the school§ and assume more and
more responsibility. At each level they have specific science

teaching assignments_ They begin working will. small
groups of children in the freshman year. Full-fledged student teaching occurs in the senior year.
A number of nonscience courses also include science
activities or integrate science concepts with other curricu-

lum areas. For example, the language arts course uses

science lessons as a basis for the language experience activity approach. The creativity course demonstrates the
development of concepts such as "sandness," (the qualities
of sand) and uses science activities as a springboard for
creative thought.
About 14 percent of the elementary education majors at
Ball State seek licensing for grades K-3. The science methods course, Teaching Science in the Early Childhood and
Primary Grades, meets their specific needs. Students enrolled in early childhood education (pre-kindergarten) also
take this special class in science methods for young children.
Close to 40 percent of our education students participate

in the EXEL program. These students, selected as freshmen, demonstrate excellent academic performance and
commitment to teaching before and during their work at
Ball State. Unlike other Ball State Elementary Education
majors, they participate in supervised teaching field experiences not once, but twice, each year. They also have the
opportunity to do part of this internship in British infant
schools.

The EXEL coursework is carefully blocked and coordinated with school practicums so that students experience
the integration of disparate disciplines in the classroom. For
instance, a student might see how a population study proposed in the 2 o'clock social studies methods class can be
combined with a sampling technique demonstrated in the 3
o'clock science methods class, to make a fascinating con-

crete investigation for her fifth graders at 10 the next

should study basic concepts from each realm.
The major goal of preservice elementary teacher education in science at Ball State University is to produce teachers
who
Have mastered basic sCf .ice knowledge and process skills

morning.
Obtaining an elementary science endorsement of 32 hours
is a way for preservice students to gain additional depth in

so that they are able to teach science well, have confidence in their ability, and look forward to learning more
science themselves
Firmly believe that science is intrinsic to the goals of the
elementary school, and therefore have a commitment to
teach science
Understand the role of classroom science in enhancing
the cognitive, social, and moral development of children
Use a variety of teaching strategies effectively in arranging concrete science experiences for children, and match

Teachers, Preparation of Materials to Teach Physical Science, and Sound and Light, are specially 'esigned for elementary teaching majors.
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science. Students may select from a variety of science
courses. A number of these, such as Map Reading for

Pattern of Science-related Coursework Suggested for Students Seeking K-6 Endorsement
Freshman Year
Biological Concepts for Teachers*-4 qtr. hrs., 40 percent
lab
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Physical Geography/Earth Science Concepts for
TeacherS*-4 hr§., 25 percent lab

Nutrition 3 hrs.

Plus at least one of the following:

Field and Classroom Experiences in Biology for
TeacherS*
hrS., 33 percent lab
Astronomy Materials for the Teacher*--=3 hrS., 33 per:
cent lab
COnServation for Teachers*-3 hrs., 33 percent lab
Elements of Human Health-3 hr§.
Global Geography for Teachers*-3 hrs.

Experience in the Elementary_School:

Intrbduction to Teaching: Seminar and Laboratory*-4
hrs. (observing and tutoring children from a variety of
cultural and ethnic backgrounds)
Sophomore Year
Physical Science Concepts for Teachers*-4 hrs., 25 percent lab
Experience in the Elementary School:
Introduction to Elementary School Cla§§room Organization and Management*-2-4 hrs. (observation, tutoring,
Small group instruction)

Courses with Components Directly Related to Science
Teaching:
Hu Mari Growth_and Development*-4 hrs.

Introduction to Exceptional Children*-4 hrs.
Sensory Awareness and Re§pon§e to Mu§ic*=-=4 hrs.

Creative Experiences for Young Children*-4 hrs.
Junior Year
Teaching of Science in the Elementary School*-3 hr§.,
70 percent hands-on (includes assignments tearLiing children)
Experience in the Elementary School:
Principles of Teaching and Classroom Management: Ele=
Mentary School*--4 hrs. (small and large group instruction; Student§ teach Sets of lessons from each curriculum
area, including science; stresSe§ u§e of in§tructional media
_ and materials)_

Courses With Components Directly Related to Science
Teaching:
Educational Psychology: Tests and Measurement§4 hr§
The Teaching of Language Arts in the Lower Elementary
GracleS*=3 hrs.

Senior Year
School Health Practices*-4 hrs. (includes materials for
teaching health)
Experience in the Elementary School:
Student Teaching*--14 hrs. (students teach science and
other subject areas)

Courses with Component§ Directly Related to Science
Teaching:

Computer Literacy in the Elementary School Classroom*-2 hr§.
Discipline and Classroom Management*-4 hr§.
Materials and Techniques for Teaching Children of Mul-

tiethnic Backgrounds 4 hrs.

Teaching Reading in the Elementary School*-4 hrs.
*Courses marked with an asterisk are specifically designe,A
foi elementary teaching majors.

Content ContteS

Science courses are taught in the departments of biology,
geography, health sciences, natural resources; and physics.
MoSt of theSe courses are designed specifically for future
elementary school teachers. This does not by any means
imply that they are watered down versions of more exacting courses. Instead-, it means_ that the courses have been
tailbred, in collaboration with the department of elementary
educatk;o, to provide content and skills which are basic to
scientific literacy and which are applicable to the elementary science curriculum.
Furthermore, the cour§e§ generally are taught by faculty
who have certification credentials and who have, in addition to subject matter expertise, a background in science
methods, Well:honed teaching skills-, a genuine enthusiasm
for working with preservice teachers, and continuing contacts with the elementary schools.

The chart also shows that a substantal portion of inclaSS tiMe for the science classes is devoted to field and
laboratory experiences during which students practice processes such as observing, classifying, measuring, collecting
data, and draWing conclusions. Because the size of the
science elaSSeS i§ uSually limited to 24, stLients can receive
individualized attention.
During SeVeral Of the science courses-, students explore
graphic examples bf the societal iMplications of science and

technology: For instance,the physical science faculty pre7
sents the awesome power of the atom, and then challenges
student§ td make ethiCal decisicins about efforts to harness
nuclear energy. In the geography/Earth science courses, as
well as in the natural resources offerings; students delve
intO t!-Ie concepts of spaceship earth population crisis, and
cOnservatibri Of km:3d, water, and air quality. Natural resources classes investigate local land and energy use. Biol:
ogy classes visit the local water treatment facilities:
Science Methods Class

The science methods class generally comes in the junior

year, after most of the other science requirements, and
often run§ concurrently with the 4-hour school participation course. This means that approaches and materials can
be applied immediately to real children in a real classroom
Setting. The class precedes the senior year student teaching. Student§ earn three credit hours.
The methods instructor models effective science teaching strategiesfrom the creation of _a classroom environment that promotes positive attitudes toward scien
ce, to small-group inveStigation, questioning, discussion,
use of instructional media; role playing, recording data,
building models, and brainstorming. In each case, students are
involved in an activity from a student's point of view and

then discuss the structure and purpoSeS of the adivity
from a teacher's point of view.

The firSt dav of class We always do some interactive
science, something that Student§ leave the room thinking
about in a positive way. For instance, students love to be
amaied at the large number of pennies which a seemingly
full glaS of water can hold Without spilling. The first day
also demonstrates how student§ can work in small groups,
needing just a brief question to get them started, with very
Simple materials, and how from this they acquire scientific
attitudes, skills, and knowledge.
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Since a specific room is dedicated to science education
classes; we can begin immediately to set up long-term pro-

jects that are left out c,t counters or windowsills, and

which each group of students checks as soon as they arrive
each day: College juniors are as eager as second graders to

see if their bean seeds or crystals or mealworms have
grown.
The course is about 70 percent hands-on science. During
the first half of the course; the instructor arranges most of
the investigations. During the second half, students peer
teach, directly experiencing a wide range of concepts, skills,
and strategies.
Typical discussion questions after _an investigation are:

Was this something truly worthwhile to teach children?
Why? What safety precautions were or should have been
taken? How could the distribution of materials have been
handled more efficiently? How else could we have approached this topic? What skills do students need in order
to do this activity? Would you teach this to apreoperational
child? How could we WI if students have accomplished the
objective?
Thus, sensitivity to safety, the ability to facilitate positive
science experiences, and the ability to evaluate student pro-

gress on process skills develop from concrete experience.
Students also practice and experience a variety of instructional strategies.
Our science courses strongly support the focus on handling materials and equipment which students receive in
the methods course. The biology courses stress laboratory
skills. The physics and astronomy courses teach students
how to plan a good program with "science on a shoestring"
sorts of materials. The physics department sells students a
practical and inexpensive science kit, which they regularly
use for teaching. The physics offering also deals with the
physics of toys, which students find entertaining as well as
useful in instructing students.
A major theme of the methods class is that, although we
cannot learn every interesting way to approach every concept or skill, we can identify major sources of information
about science and science teaching and learn how to use
them. Many students leave Ball State as members of the
Hoosier Association of Science Teachers; NSTA, or CESL
Our students gain firsthand experience with community
ources and personnel through field trips in the science
courses, projects in science methods class, and excursions
with their participation classes to places such as the planetarium, a dairy farm, the Indianapolis Zoo, the Indianapolis
Children's Museum, the Muncie Children's Museum, or
the Ball State weather station and television/radio station.
Through the methods class, students attend the state science
teachers convention, assist with after-school science classes
at the YW/YMCA, and serve as science fair judges.
Students in the methods class often recognize differences in Piagetian levels of functioning for the first time in
the Piaget-style interviews they conduct with children of
differing abilities and backgrounds. We analyze science activities in_ terms of the operations which they may teach or

require. We also examine the development of levels of
understanding causality, as, for example, in observing flota-

tion. We discuss grouping and regrouping students for
science teaChing, as is commonly done for reading.

During this course, and during the formal participation
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course, students are required to teach science lessons at
Burris Laboratory School or in the Muncie Public Schools;
where they must adapt to wide ranges of ability and socioeconomic and ethnic backgriund. They also participate in
overnight camping with elementary students and have work
at a day care cer,:or for disadvantaged children. This course
builds upon material introduced in the reading courses, as
well as in the course Materials and Techniques ..or Teaching Children of Multiethnic Backgrounds:

Several courses contribute to the ability of students to
use media, computers, and other technologies appropriately
in science instruction. This is a major focus of the formal
junior participation experience. Every classroom in which

our students are placed contains its own microcc.mputer
and science software unless the school has a bank of micros.

The elementary faculty at Burris School has been very
active in using the computer to teach science. The Burris
teachers and Bail State participants also bring classes to the

Ball State physics department to use its computer bank.
The methods course now requires students to run and
critique several software packages. We encourage enrollment in the elective course, Computer Literacy in the Elé=
mentary School Classroom.
Role of the Teacher and the Student

The role of the teacher in this preservire elementary
science education program is multifaceted, but its foremost
component is modeling excellent science teaching. In order
to do this, each teacher keeps current in a field of expertise

by reading, attending professional meetings, conducting
research, and conferring with colleagues. The teachers also
participate in professional science education organizations,
read the science education research, and remain abreast of
conditions in elementary schools through ongoing contact

with the schools. The teacher continues to grow professionally and to maintain enthusiasm for the students and
the field of study. The teacher is also a primary content
resource for the preservice student.
The role of the student is to become the best possible
teacher of children. To do this, students need to develop
excellent teaching skills, but they must also learn to know
themselves, as they assume the responsibility of developing
their scientific, intellectual, and interpersonal capabilities to
the fullest.
Evaluation
Of Shidenis

Evaluation of st..dents is done by the faculty and by the
students thernselv, s. Science courses such as Biological
Concepts for Teac, ers provide feedback to students
their laboratory perf, irmance, manipulative skills, and problem solving; as well aE. on content mastery.

In the science methods class, every student provides a

written critique to every other student on the lessons
taught in class. After teaching lessons to children, the

methods students critique their own performance, which
has often been taped, and has also received feedback from
the instructor. The ability to plan highly motivating, valid
science lessons and to recognize appropriate use of techniques is also evaluated. Students are expected _to apply
information discussed in claSs. We stress writing SkillS, and
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look for their application in lesson plans and reports of

elementary classroom every year beginning in 4-he freshman year. The experiences in the elementary school begin

students' assigned experience§ with children.
Ball State faculty ant: elementary teachers who superviSe
our students in their work with children observe and meet
regularly with students to record progress and make suggestions. The elementary education department maintains
individual student development folders in which the pro-

early and are continuous, allowing students to steadily
gain confidence and gkill§. ClaSSroom experiences are
supervised by the classroom teacher and the university

senior year.

courses are blocked together and faculty demonstrate
integration of information in teaching. Hence science

gress of each student is tracked from freshman through

Faculty members submit faculty alert report§ on any
students who -.nay benefit from special advisement and
counseling regarding their Professional skills, knowledge,
speech patterns, or performance.
Of Courses and thEProgram

Students evaluate courses each quarter on forms provided either by faculty members or by the university education center: The Teacher Preparation Council, a faculty
governance board, conducts a first year teacher evaluation
of all recent graduates each year. This includes employer

opinions and self-evaluation by the teaching graduates.
Both before and after graduation, students COnsigtently
note the folloWing strengths of our program: excellent
faculty and instruction, useful applicatiOn of theory to practice; positive attitudes and motivation, valuable curriCulum
and instructional materials; increase in knowledge, and excellent teaching assignments.
Faculty regularly measure our program against research
data and successful models described in the literature.
AchievementS

Placement bureau reports indicate that 87 percent of our
elementary education graduates have found teaching jobS,
in spite of a tight_job market. Because of the quality of our

graduates, Ball State University is a major exporter of
teachers to other states in the Midwesi- and the rest of the
country.
A visitor to our program would see our students actually
engaging children in science and doing a good job of it, as
measured by the children's obvious intereSt and increa§e in
knowledge and skills, and our students' growth in planning
and management skills, creative expression, and self-confidence.It is not uncommon for both our Students and their
supervisors to say that their science lessons are the most
successful lessons they have taught. Many say that of all
their professional courses they enjoy science the most. Students often comment that their participation in class investigations has taught them to enjoy science and made them
more confident about their personal problem solving skills:
We hear reports such as, "The child actually cried because

she was scheduled to go to the gifted and talented room
during science timel" Student teachers are proud of the
excellent, creative lesson plans they produce, and the re-

sponse their lessons earn from pupils. When a visitor asks,
"Nhat science have you been doing?" the children's excited
and involved replies tell the whole story.

Keeping the Program Healthy
The ASK program has a number of unique strengths.
Eliminating any of them would threaten progress.
Students have practical experience with science in the
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professor.
A§ a re§ult of our early success with the EXEL program,
activities are used to develop language arts skills, science
re§ource boOkS become valuable materials for reading
lessons, recording scientific obgervations becomes an
opportunity to utilize new handwriting skills, and problem Solving skills help overcome geography problems.

Our teacher education majors turn theory into practice
and concepts into activities.

Students receive continuous evaluation and feedback
along with diagnostic suggestions to promote growth.
This is a cooperative program which pools the expertise
of faculty members from the College of ScienceS and
Humanities and the;r peers_ from Teachers College. A
Science and Mathematics Advisory Resource Team, representing these two groups, facilitate§ communication.
Faculty members who teach the science methods courses

are mernbers of science dRpartments and teach in the
science diScipline a§ well. Thus they remain current in
science and they maintain contactS with the elementary
schools.
The content Of science courses is designed specifically for
preserv:ce elementary school teachers.

Students are able to gain additional depth in science by
Obtaining a specifically tailored science teaching endorsement of 32 hourS.
Faculty who teach in the program have established a tradition of continuing service to the public schools and to

science education, and are committed to maintaining a
high level of leader§hip. For instance, Dr. Mim Ballou is a
past president of CESI and past Secretary, board member,

and national convention chairperson of NSTA. Dr. Jon
Hendrik, Dr. James Watson, _and Mrs. Nancy Watson
have contributed paper§ to NSTA and conducted inservice workshops for many years. Dr. Sugan M. Johnson
chairs the Youth Activities Committee of the Indiana
Academy of Science, is a science textbook author, and
works extensively with teachers. Drs. Ballou and Johnson have developed a modc.I elementary science prograin
with the Fort Wayne, Indiana Community Schools.
The experienced and innovative teachers at Burris Laboratory School, a K-12 institution operated by Ball State,
make it an excellent facility for teacher training and educational research.

We experiment with small modifications every time a
course is taught, so the program is alive and re§pon§ive.

Ideas for the Future
It is always enjoyable to dream about possibilities. Our
dreams include the development of
A summer science camp where children, teachers in train-

ing, and university faculty could promote the science
competence of children and teachers
A Science Seminar §erie§ which would bring scientists and
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science educators to our campus for 1-2 week periods of
intensive work with students, practicing teachers; and
facul

A science education center which would rrovide statewide leadership and resources for science education
A science stimulation program to encourage classroom
teachers to come to Ball State and be "refueled" to enrich

their science programs during a 6-9 week sabbatical.
When the teachers went back to their classrooms, Ball

State faculty would be available to assist them with
implementation of their new ideas
LeamingIteaching support teams of university students
and faculty who would work for blocks of time in settings needing their services to develop the science knowledge, attitudes, processes, and skills of inservize teachers
We know that dreams can become reality. We've seen it
happen with ASK.
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Elementary education At the University of Georgia is
divided into two distinct programs, the Early Child-hood Program for grades K through 4; and the Mid-

dle Grades Program for grades 4 through S. Each is_an
outgrowth of tertification requirements in the state. The

Chapter 4
Early Childhood
and Middle
grades Sdence
Progratti
Joseph P. Riley and Michael J. Padilla
212 Aderhold Hall
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602

State of Georgia revamped its certification program in the
mid-1970s, providing, instead of elementary (grades K-8)
and secondary (grades 7712), early childhood (grades K-4),
middle grades (grades 4-8), =Ind secondary (grades 7-12)
certificates. Early childhood and middle grades programs
maintain a Strong focus On field-based teacher education:
Students are placed into schools the first quartei of their
junior year, with the time spent in the schools increasing
each quarter until student teaching; when the full quarter
iS -Spent in the schools. What follows are separate descrp-

tions of the early childhood and the middle grades programs at the University of Georgia.

Early Childhood TeAther Edlication
The Early Childhood Preservice Program is a four quarter
sequence in which each quarter has a distinct purpose and
builds sequentially on those before. Courses Are selected

and planned to contribute to the overall goals for each
particular quarter.The four quarters are focused as follows:
I. The professional deciSionguiding the interns to understand the teaching responsibility and their feelings about it

II. Creative and effective teaching/learning encounters

planning individual lesSons far one child or small groups
III. Building turriCulumdeveloping sequential lessons over
longer periods of time arid with more children

IV. Intensive internshipachieving a co-equal status with
the teacher
In addition to overall goals, the program identifies varions roles a teacher must learn and experience in a preservice program. We focus on five important aspects of teacher
activity:
The teacher as a custodian of children
The teacher as a diagnostician

The teacher as a tutor
The teacher as a manager Of learning gruups
The teacher as curriculum developer or planner
Although there is some overl2p each quarter, the roles
are explored as shown in the chart below. (An a stands for a
major emphasis, a b for a minor one.)

_Quartet_

Teaching Role
Custodian

a

A

Diagnostician

a

a

Tutor
Manager
Planner

II

III

Iv

a

a
a

The first quarter introduces the intern to the community
and the roles of the individuals in that community, leading

toWard the professional decision'Do I really want to
teach?" To bring that basic decision into focus, each intern

spends two weeks in the school, observing the school
community, but paying particular attention to the responsibilitieS of the teacher. The intern also studies and practices communication skillS with children and peers, and iden21

tidies cultural and developmental differences among the
children.

During Quarter ll the intern, as the tutor/planner, pints
individual lessons prescribed by the classroom teacher or
college instructor. Inteins teach lessons to peers on campus
to cemonstrate a model before using it with students in the
public schools. They learn and practice a variety of teaching
models, such as role playing; concept teaching. and discovery lessons. While in the public school clasin-oom the interns
also study interactions betWeen teachers and students. The
purpose of intern activities during the second quarter is to

create an effective teacher/learner encounter focusing on
skills appropriate in a tutorial setting.
Quarter III interns deve!op skills in planning curriculum
and delivering
plannc d. lessons to largo- groups of
children over longer periods than on level II. At this level
managing skills are emphasized, as the intern begins to take
more responsibility for group instruction.

The fourth quarter is an intensive internship: Students
complete special teaching assignments during their first
two weeks in the schools. As the term goes on, the interns'

teaching efforts are monitored by school and university
faculty using state-developed performance assessment
instruments.

The Early Childhood Science Program
Philosophy of the Program

knowledge or behavior to be acquired in the dassroon-t, as a
behav'or to be evidenced in peer teachin& and as a behavior

to be used in teaching children. These objectives are
arranged under four head:ngs: instructional planning, the
nature of elementary scnool science, teaching strategies
and tactics, and classroom management skills.

The course is taught by five faculty members in the
department of science education: While teaching styles vary,

all subscribe to the same general goals and cooperatively
identify the objectives to be covered in the course. They
cover the what as well as the how of teaching. The nature of
the course can be ..3eer most clearly, however, in the types
of activities students perform.
Peer Teaching Assignments

Students are assigned a science topic to plan for and then
teach to a group of peers. This teaching session is generally
videotaped and later analyzed with the instructor, using a
system of interaction analysis. Further along in the course

the students are again videotaped teaching a lesson. The
two sessions are compared for evidence of improvement in
teaching competence. The Department of Science Education has its own video classrooms designed specifically for
recording and playback.
Computer Assignments

Students are expected to develop a "user" level of computer literacy in hands-on experience with a personal computer.

The program for the preparation of early childhood. sci-

Students learn what is available in elementary science

ence teachers recognizes the teacher's need for definite

software by critically reviewing a selection oFprograms in
the Center for Educational Technology (CET). The CET,

competencies, and provides experiences designed to develop

these competencies. The prospective teacher is given

located on the same floor as the department of science

opportunities to learn science skills, to examine the philosophy and methodology of teaching science, and to demonstrate developing teaching competence. The program emphasizes the goals and values unique to science in relaticn

education, _houses enough computers to allnw students all

to the total elementary school program. The preseivice
program also reflects the prospc ctive teacher's need for a
broad liberal education.

the time they wish on their assignments. In addition to
learning about instruchonal uses of the computer, students
are introduced to teacher utilities, programs designed for
the teacher that include such titles as Test Writing and Grade
Book.

Process Skill Investigations
Science Content Courses

A unique feature of the University of Georgia science
education program is the special set of science courses
designed for undergraduate students preparing to enter
the early ,hildhood and middle grades programs. Students
who enter the early childhood science program in their
junior year have already completed the 20 quarter hours of
science and mathematics required by the state: Most have
taken 15 hours of science, 10 of which included labs, in
speciat sections which provide potential teachers with both

the content and the process of science, as well as appropriate models for instruction. These courses have limited
enrollments and are taught by faculty in the science depart-

ments as well as science education faculty. Biology and
geobgy are the most popular offerings;
The Science Teaching Course

Early childhood preservice teachers sign up for their first

science methods course in the first quarter of the four
quarter sequence. The performance objectives of this course
have been written to take advantage of its early placement.

Each competence has been identified in three ways: as a

After learning the basic and integrated science process
skills, students are required to apply this knowledge by
designing individual research investigations. These investi-

gations grow out of the subject mattei the students prepare for their microteaching. Worked on during the quarter
and then reported to the class, these researches reinforce
thL process skills and give Audents further insights into the
nature of science.
Masteny Legrning

Diagnostic and prescriptive procedures play an important

part in the biology courses designed for the elementary
preservice student. Through multiple administrations of
diagnostic tests, students can receive individual remedial
assignments, and then take a differem- version of the exam
covering the same unit objectives. Tnis procedure is also
used in testing student knowledge of elementary science
content, in the same sections of the methods course. Sty dents are allowed to retake tests for each content objective
until they have attained mastery.
Hands-on Instruction

The class format of the methods course typically involves
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science activities. On any given day one might see students
measuring out a scale model of the Solar Sy Stem doWn a
hallway or flying paper airplanes to determine what variables affect ilying time and distance. Materials from ESS,
SCIS, 3APA, OBIS, and many other science programs are
available to ctudents, along with a complete library center
and trips to the university's marine educational facilities On
the coe.:=.t. The activities orientation of these classes reflects

the philosophy and goals set forth in the posiii:-,n stata
talents of the National Science Teachers A§§ociation and
earlier guidelines_frcm the Ainericar Association for the
Advancement of Science.

Middle Grades Teacher Education
General Requirements

The Middle Grades certificate requires specialization in
at least two distinct teaching fields and the completion of a

state-certified four year teacher preparation program.
Forty-five quarter hours (25 in the fir§t major teaching

field and 20 in the second) beyond the first two core years
of college courseWork must be completed in two of the
following areas: language arts, science, mathematics, or
social studies. In addition, all applicants for first-time middle
grades certificates must take a five quarter-hour course in
the identification and education of children with special
needs, and must complete a five quarter=hour cour§e in the
teaching of reading.
The Professional Education Component

The heart 0:A the professional education component of
the middle grades program is four sets of courses desig=
nated as Phases I-IV. The basic courses in each phase are
interspersed throughout the junior and senior years. All
courses in a phase are taken as a block. Many are field
based, with numerous opportunities to observe and teach
in middle grades classrooms.

Phase I courses introduce the student to the nature of
the middle grades and the eariy adolescent. College §tu=
dents are gently eased from observing in classrooms to
working with small groups of students. Phase II courses
focus on planning for instruction and the inStructional process itself. Students plan and teach their own week-long
units. During Phase III the focus continues to be on planning and instruction, with the Students preparing and teaching a two-week unit. This phase also emphaSize§ the middle
grades curriculum.

Phase IV, student teaching, begins with a formative
component in which supervisors from the tWo arees Of
specialization; the university supervisor, and the §pon§or

teacher gradually give the student increasing teaching

responsibility, providing feedback and Suggestions throughout. During the last three weeks, while the Student teacher

has full-time responsibility for teaching, a summative

assessment (u_ing a state-wide assessment measure called

the Teacher Performance Assessment InStrurnent) is
scheduled and conducted by the sponsor teacher and the
university supervisor (see Capie, Johnson, Anderson, Ellett,
& Okey, 1979). Science education faculty supervise middle
grades science_teachers._
Since the state of Georgia does not certify middle grades
teachers for specific subject areas, prospective teachers must

be ready to teach all subjects. Therefore, all of bur students
take five-hour methods courses in their two non-specialty
areci§ a§ Well. For example, al: studFmts who identify them-

selves as math/language arts Majors must take methods
courses in social science and science in addition to their
Specialty methods courses.

Middle Grades Science Specialization
Each specialty area (science, math; language arts, and
social studies) is responsible for advising its students for 30
quarter hour§ of work, whether that area is considered the
first or second major cOncentration. In science, students
usually take 20 quarter hou,-s of science courses (in addition
to the 10 quarter hours taken in the core, normally a iol-

ogy sequence) and tWo five-hour science methods

classes._ One goal of science specialization is to confer as
broad a science background as possible on prospective
teachers sci that they will feel comfortable teaching all the
sciente topitS in the middle grades curriculum. Students are
urged to take science courses that match the local curricula.
Since the most common local pattern is general science in
SiXth grade, life Science in seventh, and Earth science in
eighth, most student§ take at least five hours each of biology. geology, and physical science.
The two specialist science methods courses are field based

and taught concurrently as one ten-1,our course. These
courses are usually taken after Phase III but before Phase
IV. In general, students meet their instruct& on campus
for three or four two-hour periods per week, and spend the
other twci to four cla§§ hours in a middle grades science
classroom as arranged by the instructor.
Goals for Middle Grades Science Teacher Education

The training for middle grades teachers who identify
science as one of their two specialty area§ has been designed

to meet a set of goals adopted by the program faculty.

The§e goalS, their rationale, and a brief description of goalrelated activities follow.

Goal IMiddle grades teachers should demonstrate a pro-

ficiency in the ba§ic and integrated process skills.
The general trend in middle grade§ §cience curricula is to
stress process skill objectives and activities. Science content
course§ generally do not allow students to become familiar

with and competent in the process skills. Therefore, this
need must be met in the teacher education program.
Process skill learning revolves around 16 self-instructional
module§, each focused on a single process skill (Funk, Okey,
Fiel, Janus, & Sprague, 1979). Each module includes a list of

performanc: objectives, activities, self-checks, a mastery
test, and idi as that can be used in the classroom. The activitieS require ,imple to uSe and easy to acquire materials such
as candles, k by food jars, spring scale§, batteries, and bulbs.
Many are appropriate for future use with middle grade§
§tudentS.

Although the module§ are self-instructional and selfpaced, the students are closely monitored as they complete
the activities. Class discussions and short introductory or
evaluative proceSs skill exercises are regular parts of class
meetings.
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Goal IIMiddle grades teachers should demonstrate a full
repertoire of teaching strategies and behaviors.
No single teaching behavior or strategy is effective for all
situations. This is especially true at the middle grades level

where the interests, needs, and abilities of pupils vary
temendously. Therefore, middle grades teachers must acquire a full range of teaching behaviors and be able to use
them appropriately.
t ypes olactivities are used to influence the teaching
behavior ot middle grades teachers. First, the students become familiar with two teaching strategy analysis systems,
the Teaching Strategy Observation Differential, or TSOD
(Anderson, Strothers,_& James; 1974), arid the Data Processing Observation Guide-, or DPOG (Yeany & Capie,
1979. ) Second, they view videotaped models of middle school

teaching situations and code the behaviors they observe
using the TSOD or DPOG. From these tapes; they abstract
and discuss general principles for teaching specific types of
lessons, including lecture, demonstration, activity, and process skill activity.

Third, the students engage in peer teaching; they are
videotaped and then required to analyze and code their
own teaching behaviors. Research on these procedures
indicates that the teachers acquire a broader set of more
indirect behaviors as a result of this self-assessment. Finally,
students teach several public school lessons. At least one is
videotaped and critiqued by a university instructor.

Goal IIIMiddle grades teachers should understand and be
able to respond to the needs of adolescents in terms of their
social. emotkmal, physical; and cognitive development.

The middle grades learner is unique and perplexing;
undergoing rapid change in social, emotional, physical and
cognitive development. These changes cannot be ignored,

since they strongly affect the learning process. Middle
grades science teachers must be able to respond to the
changing individual both in a personal way and through the
curriculum experiences they present.
Early preservice activities designed to meet this goal center around the observation of pupils in the public schools.
Students have observed middle grades pupils throughout
the program, but the emphasis is now directed to science

classes, where they continue to work with entire classes
and Individuals, including problem students. Social, emotional; physical, and especially cognitive development have

been taught before; but students review them now with
special attention to their effect on science learning and
instruction. Two major goals are stressed: matching the
learning method to developmental characteristics, and using
process skill activities to promote cognitive growth.

Goal IVMiddle grades teachers should demonstrate
knowledge of the range of_science curriculum materials and
activities appropriate for different pupils and grade levels.
Time, effort, and money have been liberally expended in
recent years to develop science curricula at both local and
national levels. Some of these materials are effectively de-

signed to meet the special needs of the middle grades
learner. Middle grades teachers need to be made aware of
the nature and extent of these materials in order to intelligently select and/or develop the best science curricula for
their own SituationS.
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The major emphasis in this area is on examining and
comparing middle grades curriculum materials, such as
Intermediate Science Curriculum Study and BSCS Human Sciences;

and getting to know the activity units that can be used to
supplement traditional textbook programs (e.g., Examining
Your Environment and Elementary Science Study). The students

are also directed toward journals as sources of activities and
teaching ideas (i.e., Science and Children, The Science Teacher and

The Georgia Science Teacher). Representative activities are se-

lected and presented to peers, who participate much as

middle grades pupils would. Preservice teachers also review

representative science software on topics taught in the
middle grades:

Goal VMiddle grades teachers should demonstrate an
ability to manage both materials and pupils in a way which
maximizes learning.
One of the skills most often cited as lacking in middle
grades teachers is the ability to manage time and materials
while controlling pupil behavior. Order is a prerequisite to
effective instruction, especially when student activity has a
high instructional priority. Our program spares no effort in

helping teachers to acquire the management skills they
need to keep order in their classes.

During their school observations, university students
record the on-task behavior of middle school students and
look for teacher behaviors that correlate with either high
on-task or high off-task pupil behaviors. University classroom discussions of effective and ineffective management
are based on these data. We especially emphasize appro-

priate methods of handing out, retrieving, and storing

science equipment and appropriate methods of managing
students during activity lessons.
In one succe:zful role-playing activity, a student engages
in peer teaching while peers act out roles related to typical
behavior problems. The peer students are instructed on
how to project this misbehavior during instruction. The
"teachers" are judged and counseled on their ability to identify and control the behavior problems.

Goal VIMiddle grades teachers should plan and prepare
science instruction for achieving objectives with learners of
different abilities and interests:
Careful planning and preparation is the first step toward
success in any venture. Planning for middle grades teaching
requires not only knowledge of content and organizational
skills, but also an attitude that values planning. The function of the training program, then-, must be to instill both
skills and attitudes in the middle grades teacher.
The planning emphasis here is a continuation of training

that starts very early in the middle grades program, so
students have already mastered most of the basic skills in

planning. The task now is to direct these skills toward
objective writing; lesson planning, and unit planning for
science instruction.
Students practice writing behaviorally stated objectives,
using Bloom's taxonomy, and selecting and writing sciencespecific objectives. They review lesson planning and write

several plans during the course, for microteaching and
middle grades teaching sessions and for their final unit
plan. Since unit planning brings the teacher's creative abilities to bear on the many resources already available, unit
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development is a natural outgrowth of the review of various curriculum resources: Students submit a unit as one
component of their summative evaluation. They receive
formative feedback regarding this unit at various times
throughout the course:

Goal VIIMiddle grades teachers should be able to con-

struct formative and summative measures of science
objectives.

An important but often neglected area of teaching is
assessment and evaluation of instruction and pupils. Only
through objective assessment of desired outcomes can the
planning and execution of lessons be judged for effectiveness. Also, it is only through systematic assessment of pupil
achievement that we can diagnose learning difficulties and
make decisions about the learner's acquisition of skills and
concepts. We make every effort to impart sound measurement techniques to our middle grades teachers.
The characteristics of a good classroom test and the reasons for testing are reviewed and discussed in regard to

scienre instruction. Instructors stress the importance of
using a table of specifications to be sure thosp characteristics are present. The class discusses different types of tests,

underscoring the concepts of formative and summative
evaluation and the uses of pretests.
Item construction is strongly emphasized and practiced,

ith the proper use of multiple response, short answer,
and essay items examined and discussed in a science context. Discussion also covers the construction and implementation of a laboratory practical exam suitable for middle

Methods fer the Non-Science Major

The sdence methods course for those students not selecting science as a major field has objectives similar to those of

the major's course. However, by necessity, the treatment
of these objectives is somewhat abbreviated. Other differences are that the course is not field based, students do less
microteaching; and there are fewer total hours of coursework (50, versus 100 for majors). Since most of these students have a poor attitude toward science, the course gives
special emphasis to relieving their anxieties and fears and
replacing them with positive attitudes.

Early and Middle Grades Programs: What Needs To Be
Done?
The department of science education faculty would like

to see additional science courses made a prerequisite for
early childhood science teachers. Although a special physics

chss for elementary teachers was offered; there has not
been enough enrollment to support it. Students avoid
chemistry and physics by taking their required science
courses in biology and geology. We need to add another
course requirement in the physical sciences.
Another major problem area is the lack of subject matter
certification at the middle grades level in the state of Geor-

gia. Presently the state has a surplus of teachers in lan,
guage arts and social studies and a shortage in science and
mathematics. Because there is no subject matter certification, an administrator can legally place any middle grades

certified teacher in a science classroom. Those without
science as a specialty have only minimal preparation to

grades students. Students then construct both formative

teach science, usually two content courses and one methods

and summative measures for a unit of instruction.

course. Many do an inadequate job: While professional
educators have long argued for subject matter certification;

Goal VIIIMiddle grades teachers should be able to identify resources available through professional organizations
and journals.

Any well-rounded professional is aware of the organi-

it seems unlikely that this will come about soon. Many
small, rural school districts would be especially hard hit by a
change, due to the lack of teachers in math and science and
their inability to attract those who are available.

zations and publications unique to the profession and

The evidence collected from supervisors of student

understands the purposes and services of each. Many publications and several organizations can serve as excellent
resources for middle grades teachers. Our training activities call attention to these sources of ideas, information,

teachers and principals indicates that our program prepares

ancLassistance.

The activities related to this goal are interspersed with

excellent middle grades science teachers. Above all; the
program prepares individuals who want to be middle grades

teachers and who want to work with preadolescents and
young teens. This is a distinct, positive, and much needed
change from the situation of recent years.

other goal-related activities. For example, students examine

the how-to and curriculum review sections of journals

Program Maintenance

when they are assessing curriculum materials. The special
middle grades services and materials of the National Science
Teachers Association are explored in this process.

The most important factor in program maintenance for
the department of science education is continuous program

Goal IXMiddle grades teachers should be able to use the
computer to enhance science instructioi
Each middle grades teacher is given four to six days of
basic computer instruction, which includes using the com-

review. Every two t.- three years department faculty
thoroughly review all programs in the department. Changes
usually reflect changes in the public schools and other early
childhood and middle grades programs, as well as new curricula and teacher training techniques.

puter for testing and grading, and evaluating science

Evaluation

software. In addition, about a third of our middle grades

Formative and summative evaluations are conducted to
see if students are attaining the objectives of the program.

students take a special five quarter-hour course, Microcom-

puters and Science Education. This course emphasizes
general computer literacy, word processing, simple programming techniques, and software review, as well as the
use of teacher utility programs. The course is taught by
science education department faculty.
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Both the student and the program are evaluated. In the
early childhood methods course students are givenpretests
measuring their content and process knowledge. The content test is derived from the released items of the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), and is updated
25

with newer items as NAEP releases them. The NAEP items
were intended to assess the science literacy of nine, 13, and

17 year olds. The released items for the nine and 13 year
olds are given to the early childhood preservice teachers as
a pre- and posttest to evaluate the program's effectiveness
in improving their science content knowledge. These scores
are not criterion referenced to course objectives and are not
included in the student's grade. Criterion referenced content items are administered at the end of the quarter and in
some classes in a mastery learning model. In this model,

students can continue taking some form of the test until
they maSter the objectives.

Process skills in both the early childhood and middle
grades programs are evaluated using two instruments
developed in the department_The basic process skills are
measured by using the Basic Process Skills Test, or BAPS
(Padilla; Cronin, & Twiest, 1985). The integrated process
skills are_measured using the Test of Integrated Process
Skills (TIPS: Okey & Dillashaw, 1979).

We will build on our own strengths, and learn from

those of our peers, as we continually improve preservice
elementary education at the University of Georgia.
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astern Michigan University (EMU) is a multipurpose institution whose roots date back to 1849, when

it was established by the Michigan Legislature to
educate teachers for the state's public schools. During its
first hundred years the Michigan State Normal School, as
EMU was then called, certified thousands of teachers. It

continues to emphasize teacher education today, even
though it has broadened its scope and diversified its programs since becoming a university in 1959. Eastern Michigan is one of the largest teacher education_institutions in
the nation and is widely respected in this field.
Student enrollment has continued to increase during the
1980s, in spite of rising tuition and a falling college-age
population nationwide, reaching 20,200 during the winter
1985 term. EMU's focal point is southeastern Michigan, an
area of small cities and towns like our home base, Ypsilanti,
population 24,000. Thirty miles to the east is Detroit, industrial and business hub of the Great Lakes; an equal distance

to the south is Toledo, northernmost city on the Ohio
border.

In the fall of 1968 representatives from four science
departmentsbiology, chemistry, geography and geology,
and physics and astronomyformed a committee to study
ways to improve the science education program for elementary education majors at Eastern Michigan University.

Prior to that time, elementary education majors were

allowed to elect a four-credit-hour introductory course in
each of Iwo science fields and a three-credit-hour course in
methods of teaching elementary science. Most elementary
education majors elected to take courses in biology and
Earth science. Because they were intimidated by the more
quantitative sciences, most of them received no preparation
in either chemistry or physics.
The committee studying this problem met weekly for

several semesters, and after many hours of discussion,

formulated objectives for an elementary science education
program and plans for a pilot project to achieve these objec-

tives. They agreed to set up a new science program for
training elementary teachers as an alternative to the regu-

lar university program. This optional program, would
require its students to take four separate three-semesterhour courses in physics, chemistry, Earth science, and biol-

ogy. The program would be spread over four semesters,
ending no later than the middle of the student's senior
year. The course in methods of teaching science could be
omitted because teaching methods would be included in

each of the four discipline courses.

For five years the four courses were taught as a pilot
project with volunteer student participants. In 1975 the
university recognized the project for the strengths that it
added to the elementary education major by making it a
requirement for all students in that field. Nearly every stu-

dent who has enrolled in the early and later elementary
curriculum since the adoption of the program has graduated from the university with at least one course in each of
the four sciences: biology, choW3try, Earth science, and
physics. These same courses provide specialized instruction

in the techniques of teaching each science subject to elementary School children.
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Our Program
In order to provide prospective elementary science
teachers with a comprehensive background in science content and teaching_ methodology, the College of Arts and
Sciences and the College of Education at Eastern Michigan
University have developed a program that is innovative in
at least six respects.
Teacher-trainees complete courses in each of the four
major areas of sciencebiology, chemistry, Earth science,
and physics.

Four separate science departments and the teacher education department have joined in the program's planning
and continued review and revision.
The program blends methods and content into an Integrated teacher education curriculum. Methodology instruction is incorporated into each of the four courses. As
a result, the trainee learns how to teach science at the
same time that he or she studies content material.
The concepts taught in the courses are selected to match
the basic scientific understandings elementary school
teachers need.
The laboratory portion of each course is designed to give
the prospective teachers hands-on experience with simple and inexpensive laboratory materials. These activities
introduce science principles, teach process skills, and
develop scientific attitudes.

Throughout the program, trainees teach science to children in local elementary schools. These experiences begin
with small-group microlessons and gradually build to the
teaching of full-periocl lessons to entire classes.
Blending methods and content into an integrated teacher

education program, our courses stress the basic understandings elementary school teachers need. No attempt is
made to cover every aspect of content as might be done in
traditional college science courses. The laboratory program
is designed to give prospective elementary teachers hands-

on experience with simple and inexpensive laboratory
materials. Furthermore, the laboratory program provides
experience with all the process skills recommended by the
Michigan State Department of Education.
The total program departs from standard teacher training programs in its laboratory emphasis, content, methodology, materials, and curriculum.
bboratory

The learner is actively involved in a greatly modified

actively participates in the four-course program using laboratory experiences as the medium for science content:
Methodology

The standard, isolated methods course has been eliminated in our elementary science program. InsteaJ, method-

ology is included along with the content at those times
when it is most appropriate. Students take part in a large
number of methods activities, including lesson and unit
planning, microteaching experiences, computer assisted
instruction, and evaluation of various science textbooks. In

addition, students often attend science conferences and
judge at science fairs. Integrating methodology with content has proved far superior to the former approach.

Resources and Curriculum
Science for Elementary TeachersEarth Science

Earth science instruction belongs in the elementary
school. It is especially effective when it is integrated with
physical science and biologicd science in the curriculum.
Experience has shown, however, that elementary school
teachers generally shy away from teac'ling Earth science
topics unless they have considerable background in the subject. Our Earth science course ensures that EMU-trained
elementary teachers have received adequate and up-to-date
instruction, both in subject matter and methods of teaching
Earth science.

The lectures given in the course describe and demonstrate non-quantitatively some of the basic Earth science
principles dealing with the materials of the Earth, processes
at the Earth's surface and within its atmosphere, and Earth
history. Recitation/lecture sections permit the students to

interact with one another and their instructor regarding
the elementary school level. The instructor makes every
effort to stimulate interest in Earth science and to convey
its interdisciplinary nature. No one can fully understand
any of the Earth science processes without at least a beginning understanding of physics, chemistry, and biology.
The laboratory portion of the course is designed to lead

the student to discover some of the basic Earth science
concepts. The investigations deal with minerals, recks, soil,
streams, fossils, geologic history, weather, and topographic
maps, using simple, inexpensive equipment of the type that
is readily available for use in the elementary school classroom. The laboratory experiences are similar to those which

science laboratory setting. In traditional laboratory programs

the teacher will in turn present at the elementary school

the learner is given sophisticated materials that illustrate
science principles already presented by the lecturer. In our
program the laboratory experience, using simple apparatus
or equipment the students have made themselves, is the
catalyst for active inquiry. Out of the laboratory experience
comes understanding about the science endeavor and its

level.
Science for Elementary TeachersBiology

impact on people and society.

The goal of the course is to prepare students to teach the
biological aspects of modern elementary school science. The
lecture portion of the biology course introduces biological
principles that are basic to most college biology courses and

Content

emphasizes those that are found in elementary science
programs. They include characteristics of living things,

In the traditional program the student moves through
individual science courses which are presented as if they
were unrelated to one another. In contrast, our elementary
science program involves students in four science disciplines in a manner which reveals the intricate relationships
between the physical and biological sciences. Each student

plants, animals, ecology, systems of the human body, and
environmental education. Students explore these content
areas through laboratory and field work experiences using
simple equipment and materials.
The laboratory investigations stress exploration and discovery and are selected for their appropriateness to ele-
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mentary teaching. Students are given the opportunity to

The laboratory portion of the course leads the student

try some of these investigations with children as they teach

into a rediscovery of some of the basic principles of science.

science lessons in local elementary schools. During the
course, the teacher-trainees teach at least four science lessons in early and late elementary classrooms. In planning

Students learn to use inexpensive equipment of the type
that is found in elementary school classrooms. They practice the basic kinds of measurement used in science pro-

their lessons they make extensive use of the science teacher

cesses and gain confidence in their own ability to do science.
The laboratory experiences are similar to those the teacher
can and will direct in the elementary school, and deal with

education center, located next to the biology education
classroom and housing elementary science curricula from
more than 20 publishers.
Other laboratory sessions provide opportunities for the
students to explore such topics as using the school site to
teach science, organizing the classroom for science teaching, and the use of computers in science teaching. A major
goal of the course is to allow students to experience the
fascination of science and to gain confidence in their ability
to teach it.
Sciffice for Elementary TeachersChemistry

The lecture portion of the chemistry course includes
many of the basic topics found in introductory textbooks.
Special emphasis is given to topics suggested in the American Association for the Advancement oEScience Guidelines
for Preservice Science Education of Elementary School
Teachers. Topics that receive heavy emphasis because of

their relevance to the chemistry found in many current
elementary science programs include introductory atomic
theory, properties of states of matter, behavior of gases,
solubility and solutions, common chemical reactions, and
acids and bases. The course is structured to eliminate any
separation of textual material from laboratory work. In this
way it resembles the approach used in the Physical Science
for Nonscience Students program which was developed
with support from the National Science Foundation.
Like the other three science courses in the program, the
chemistry course involves considerable laboratory work.

E.petiments are based on activities frequently found in
elementary science curricula. Whenever possible, simple
equipment is constructed from readily available materials,
using chemicals which can be obtained from grocery stores,
drug stores, and other local sources:
Students gain practical teaching experience by conducting classroom demonstrations, presenting lessons to fellow
students, and teaching microlessons with elementary students who are brought into the chemistry classroom.
Science for Elementary TeachersPhysics

The lectures given in this course describe and demon-

density, buoyancy, pressure in fluids, elasticity in solidS,
measurement of force and motion, properties of sound and
light, magnetism, and the effects of eleccricity.
The textbook has been selected from physical science
books written at an elementary level and uses a very simple
mathematical approach.
Because teachers teach as they are taught, the elementary education science program rrovides the kinds of instruction we expect prospective teachets to give their students. This includes extensive hands-on experience with
simple and inexpensive laboratory materials. Putting simple
equipment into the hands of prospective teachers helps
them overcome their fear of science and builds their confidence in their own ability to teach it_

In add'Hun to the University Center of Educational
Resources and the Instructional Materials Center, students
in the ekinentary science program have access to two other
resow ce libraries. One is located in the biology department
and contains a wide collection of elementary science textbooks, periodicals, teacher resource books, equipment, and
a microcomputer. The other library is located in the physics
department and contains science programs and materials
primarily related to middle school and junior high school.
The physics department also houses a Science Materials
Center where students may check out teaching materials
to use during their student teaching or, after graduation, in
their own classrooms.
Our students learn to use outside resources through the
numerous field trips the prograrn_provides. They visit the
Detroit Zoo, the Detroit Science Center, the University of
Michigan Botanical Gardens, and the University of Michigan Museum of Natural History. In addition, students are
given an opportunity to attend at least one science education conference each semester. University transportation is
provided for those whoparticipate. During the past year,
students have attended conferences of the Michigan Science
Teachcrs AssociatIon, the Metropolitan Detroit Science
Teachers Association, and the Michigan Environmental
Education Association. Students also have the opportunity

strate in qualitative terms some of the basic physical princi-

to take classes at the Kresge Environmental Education

ples dealing with matte,- and measurement; the effect of

Center, owned and operated by Eastern Michigan University. The Center consists of a 240-acre tract of land wh.ch
includes a variety of terrain, vegetation, and animal life.
Classroom, dining, and lodging facilities are available at the
Center for students and staff.

forces on matter and on the motion of bodies; work, energy,

and heat; the nature and properties of wave motion, with
applications to sound and light; the properties and effects of

electricity and magnetism; and the history and current
state of astronomy, particularly in relation to the solar
system.

Recitation sections of no more than 20 students enable
the menthe: s of the class to interact with each other and
the professor about the basic scientific principles and processes that pertain to elementary education. The course
stimulates interest in science and insight into its processes,
rather than offering a large body of knowledge to be memorized and dealt with in a mathematical and theoretical
manner.
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Evaluation
At the time that the elementary science education program became a requirement for elementary teachers, an
extensive series of surveys was done to determine what
should be included in the program and to obtain information concerning its graduates.
Feedback obtained through questionnaires, student eva29

luation reports, and unsolicited comments from students
enrolled in the project has been very favorable. Students
report that the program gives them the type of prepara=
tion they need to teach science to children, and that they
much prefer the type of instruction they have received to
that provided in the regular introductory science courses.
The University Council on Teacher Education iS the
major intercollege agency responsible for monitoring the
teacher education programs. The four science departments
recently made an extensive presentation to the council
regarding the science education component. The council
was in agreement that the programs lend strength and
continuity to the teacher training curriculum, and extended
its continued support.
Every instructor of the required science courses is evaluated each fall by the campus-wide student evaluation program. While the questions are mainly directed to the quality of instruction, students also express opinions about the
nature of the courses. Their responses are invariably very
supportive of the program.
In addition to these formal evaluations, much evaluation
has been done by informal means such as talking to Students and graduates. Instructors of _the science courses
spend extensive time in area schools observing the performance of students currently enrolled in the program and
its graduates.
Numerous students come back to their science instructors after completing the course to borrow science equipment and materials to use in their student teaching. Super-:
visory teackers and employers report that the graduates do
teach science and teach it well.
Response to Evaluations

The four science courses have been changed over the
years since they were first instituted because of the formal
and informal feedback just described. Some of the more
significant changes that have been made are:
Increased practice with actual science teaching, both to
peers and to elementary students
Wiser selection of content: courses have become more
practical and less theoretical
Greater emphasis on the methods and professional aspects
of teaching science
More appropriate experiments, as course activities have
been revised by instructors over the years
a.eater exposure to a wider variety of activities, including examination of and use of commercial elementary
science programs
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Increased numbers of student§ and faCUltY attending and
participating in_science conferences

Creised numbers of faculty and students serving as
judgeS at Science fairS, and an increase in the number of
fairs judged
Plans for Improvement

We would like to have the §tudent§ enrolled in the four

science courses participate in a greater number of TV
microteaching experiences. Since one of our instructo
Served as director of the Microteaching laboratory at Weber
State College, he is qualified to instruct and supervise stu-

dents in the use of this technique. In conjunction with the
other training techniques, additional TV microteaching
should be a uSeful adjunct to our program.
We are currently in the procesS of writing a proposal to
the National Science Foundation to fund several portable
TV carneraS and playback equipment. If we obtain this basic

apparatus, our students will have additional opportunities
to teach brief lessons to small groups of elementary school
pupils while being videotaped.
Then, in addition to the usual methods of evaluating the
lesson (pupil feedback, Supervi§OrS' critiques, etc.), the
teacher trainee will have chances for continuous self-evaluation, because the lessons will be on videotape. There will be

a permanent record against which to measure future performances. If the student has failed to demonStrate mastery of, for example, asking questions effectively, he or she
can teach the same lesson later to another group of students. The trainee can maSter each skill in turn before
moving on to the next.

Another aspect of our program is its emphasis on
computer=a§§i§ted instruction. In the near future, Eastern
Michigan University Students enrolled in the early and later
elementary curriculum will be required to take a one-credithour microcomputer course. We expect that these students
will come to the Science for elementary teachers courses
with a basic foundation in the educational applications of
computers.
We plan to build on this background and continue to
provide opportunitieS for them to examine and evaluate
the science software used in elementary school teaching.

More importantly, they will explore those data base

management and sp: ead sheet systems which are appropriate for elementary school pupilS. The§e systems provide

an exciting new tool for elementary pupils to syntheSize
information and draw generalizations from it.
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The acronym SODIA sums up the Utah State University elementary teacher education program. The
name is derived from the first letters of five descrip-

tive wordsSelf, Others, Disdplines, Implementation, and
Associate Teachingwhich represent the five levels of the
program.

Level I, Self, is represented by the letter S in the acronym. At this introductory level we develop the student's
understanding of the relationShipS betWeen perSonal
characteristics and the ability and desire to teach. Students
in Level I spend a minimum of 10 hours observing in elementary schools at various grade levels. Classwork and
counseling provide a variety of other experiences to help
students decide whether teaching is really the profession
they want to pursue.

Chapter 6
SODIA Science
Donald R. Daugs
Department of Elementary Edu.:ation
Utah State University
Logan, Utah 84322-2805

Level II, OtherS, is repreSented by the 0 in the acronym.

Entrance to Level II requires prior admission to teacher
education, awarded after successful completion of Level I,
and a 2.5 grade average. In this block students are assigned
to one of the cooperating public schoolS, where they spend
approximately half of each day working in classrooms as

tutors and aides. They spend the rest of their time in
seminars and classes, either at the portal schools or on
campus. The 15 hours of courses include Educational
Psychology, Education of the Exceptional Child, and
Foundation Studies in Teacing, as well as the Practicum in
Elementary Education.
Level III, Disciplines, is represented by the D in the acro-

nym. Students are assigned to classroom and seminar

experiences at the Edith Bowen Laboratory School on the
USU campus, where they take 18 hours of methods courses
in reading, social studies, language arts, science, and mathematics. They diagnose, prescribe, teach, evaluate, and reteach in ail five subject matter areas. Students develop a
variety of methods and approaches using diagnostic and
prescriptive techniques.

Level IV, Implementation, is represented by the I in
SODIA. This is the student teachIng phase of the program.

Students spend a full quarter teaching in the schools in

their junior year.
Level V, Associate Teaching, is the A in the acronym.
Associate teaching is an optional, individualized program
for senior students who have successfully completed their

student teaching and want additional experience in the
schools. Students may earn from three to 12 extra credits,
functioning as full-fledged members of the teaching team
under the direct supervision of the cooperating teacher.
Associateships are for the full academic year. Associates
work with a master teacher and receive 518 salary.
In the program's early years both students and faculty
consistently reported that the Level III methods term placed
excessive demands on students. Over the years successive
adjustments were made to achieve a reasonable balance
between methods course requirements and practicum experiences. The number of college class hours in the 15 credit

hours of methods courses was redtxed, on the grounds
that students learned theory as well as practice in their
elementary classroom experience. While this may have been

true for the other content areas, many students reported

that their classroom assignments offered little or no opportunity to teach science.

For this reason, the on-campus time for the science
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Meth &Is course was increased to more nearly match that
Of a Standard three-hour ,:ontent course. Even after this
adjustment; however, students consistently indicated that
they wanted more time for science methods, and gave high

Course

Pretest 2.0

ratings to the science methods course.
At abbtit the game time, ha tiOnal and §tate Concern For
the science competencies of elementary teachers (National
Science Board, 198_3;_ Milne_ 1983; Daugs, 1983): led to
Meetings betWeeri College Of Science and College of Educa-

tion faculty. A USU Science education AdviSory Gr bup
was initiated in 1983 to include the dean of education, the
dean of science two science educatOrs, and the biology;
geology, physics, and chemistry department heads.
As a result of the group's recommendation, USU changed

Science, Technology,
and Society
COrrOondnt 4.0

Teaching
Strategies 6.0

the science requirements for elementary school teachers

State Core

Eitemplary

CURICUIUM 5.0

Materials_7.0__

Practicum
_8.0

and deVelOped a new science methods course. The changes
met dr ekceeded the 1983 NSTA retbm menda Hong for cer:

tification of elementary teachers;
The science methods course, including a science-only
practicum, was made a five-credit prerequisite to the Level

HI course block, and introduced as ari intermediate step
between Level II and Level Ill. This requirement insured a
more uniform exposure to science teaching than had been
possible ir the previouS program.

Rationale
Early research (Rutledge, 1957; Beryyessa, 1959; Wishart,
1961) revealed a positive correlation between science background and various science and nonscience teaching competencies. More recent research (DeRoSe, 1979; Fitch, 1979;

Donellan; 1982) demonstrates that many elementary

I---*Remediation
3.0

Convocation
9.0_

IPosttest
10.0

Program Goal 1.0: To provide an overview and outline of
course requirements and procedures
Topic 1.1 Course Outline
The student should be familiar with the components of
the course.
Topic 1.2 Requirements and Grading
The student should
Be aware of course requirements and options for achieving them
Understand grading procedure§ for all components of the

teachers feel unqualified to tea.."11 science because of their
poor preservice preparation.

course
Topic 1.3 Record Keeping

Although there is almost universal agreement on theSe
findings and on the importance .f science education, few
colleges and universities ho-qe matched research findings
With program offerings. Many §cience educators hav
emphasized the importance of the content foundation in
process-oriented sdence (Blosser, 1969; Victor, 1974;
McDermott, 1976; Suchman, 1976; Rowe, 1978). Yet only
one-third of the institutions Stedman surveyed in 1982 had

The student should be able to use computer-managed
record keeping procedures to demonStrate progression
within the course.

designed their science content courses to meet the needs of
elementary teachers.

AAAS guidelines released in 1970 called for a match
between science topics that are taught to children and
those that are taught to teachers. In accordance with these
guidelines and the weight of research evidence, our ad .4sory group recommended changes in the content offerings
for Utah State elementary education majors. Science content courses were revised to cover all the components of
the state-mandated Utah Elementary Science Core. The

new required courses are Biology 101, ChemiStry 101,
Geology 101, and Physics 120, each offering five credits.
The methods course is organized around len components, as illustrated in the figure, a composite flowchart.
Curriculum goals and objectives for each component are
presented in the section that follows in the form of a conceptual framework. The framework lists the major goals
and objectives upon which the content and activities of the
new course are based, and also serves as the basis for first
level evaluation of student competency.
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Program Goal 2.0: To determine student level of scientific
literacy
Topic 2.1 Content Area Assessment
The student must achieve a score of at least 80 percent in
each of the four cOnterit area assessmentsbiology, geology, chemistry; and physics.
Topic 2.2 Science Process Skills Assessment
The student must achieve a score of at least 80 percent
on a comprehensive Stience prcfce§§ §kills assessment.
Topic 2:3 Science Attitude Assessment

The student must attain a score of at least 80 percent on
a science attitude assessment.

Program Goal 3;0: To facilitate remediation of deficiencies
identified in pretest procedures
Topic 3.1 Science Content Deficiencies

he student who is below criterion in any of the four
major science content areas (2.1) must do one of the
following:
Enroll in or audit courses in that area
Use a computer-mediated instructioni] program in that
area

Arrange an individual remedial program with a faculty
member
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Propose, and have approved by the course instructor, a
studert-designed remedial program
Topic 3.2 Science Procesc Skills Deficiencies

The student who is below criterion in science process
skills (2.2) must do one of the following:
Use instructor-specified exercises from prescribed sources
Attend and participate in scheduled science process skills
improvement sectiois
Topic_33 Science Attitude Deficiencies

The student who is below criterion in science attitude
(2.3) must do one of the following:
Review with the instructor any attitudes specified in the
pretest that contributed to a low score
Discuss, on a one-to-one basis with the instructor, possi-

ble implications of science attitude for future scie:.ce

teaching
Devise a personalized improvement plan and set goal§ to
improve attitude toward science
Participate in science/math anxiety alleviation exercises

Program Goal 4.0: To peovide a fundamental understand=
ing of science and technology, in order to make informed
decisions about the interactions of science, technology, and
sod 2ty
Topic 4.1 Science and Technology

The student should
Compare and contrast science and technology

Appreciah how science and technology contribute to
new knov.LcIge
Topic 4.2 Impacts on Society
The student should
Examine past and present examples of the impact science

and technology have had on society, economic growth,
and the political process
Infer globalperspectives on the in _Trelationships among
_ science, technology, and society
Topic 4.3 Practical Applications

The student should
Examine issues that affect her/his life, family, and community, and that relate to themes of broader significance
Focus on one or more contemporary problems that can
be examined in a scientific manner
Use decision7making strategies to answer the question:
"What can I really do?"
Conduct a personal investigation in the area of science,
technology, and society
Program _Goal 5.0: To provide background on the origin
and requirements of the Utah Elementary Science Core
(UESC)
Topic 5.1 Elementary Science Core Overview

The student should
Be familiar with the UESC numbering system in order to
use it in a computer-assisted curriculum
Be familiar with the hierarchical arrangement of standards and objectives stated in the UESC
Examine across-the-curriculum relatiOnships as presented
in the Resource Guide to the UESC
Understand and explain how all aspects of the Resource
Guide relate to the UESC

Program Goal 6.0: To apply teaching principles, skills, and
methods to teaching elementary science
Topic 6.1 Scientific Literacy
The student should
Be able to define scientific literacy
Identify and/or devise lesson plans that promote scientific
literacy
Identify andlor devise means of assessing student levels
of scientific literacy
Topic 6.2 Cognitive Processes
The student should know and apply principles of cognitive psychology to teaching elementary science.
Topic 6.;.; Interdisciplinary Aspects
The §:udent Should
Be able to relate science objectiveS tb goals and objectives
in other subject matter areas at the same grade level
Be able to identif). and/or plan science lessons that intesrate other Subject matter area§ With Science
Topic 6.4 Laboratory Techniques and Equipment
The student should
Be familiar with laboratory equipment commonly used in
elementary science program§
Be _aware of hazards and safety precautions associated
With elementary science laboratory work

Program Goal 7.0: To familiarize students with exemplary
elementary_science curricula
Topic 7.1 Curricula Produced by Industry and Non-profit
Organization§

The student should be able to describe the major features of Project Laming Tree, Project Wild, Water Education K-6,
and Energy and Man's Environment materials.

Topic 7.2 Curricula Produced by Commercial Publishers
The student should
Be able tO describe the major features of one or more
commercial elementary science textbook series
Be able to describe the major features of one or more
_ commercial elementary science process-based curricula
Topic 7.3 Journals and Supplementary Materials
The Student Should
Be familiar with Science and Children, Science Scope, and similar

publications

Be familiar with a variety of commercially-produced
teaching aid§

Program Goal 8.0: To provide the opportunity for students

tO teach a series of scieme lessons in an elementary or
middle school classroom
Topic 8.1 Practicum
The student should

Contact a cooperating teacher and make plans to teach
three or more science lessor.s
Submit-appropriate lesson plans to the cooperating teacher
for approval prior to teaching
Teach three or mr e Science lessons in an elementary or
middle school classroom
Submit lesson plans, a self-evaluation, and the cooperating teacher's evaluation for the instructor's final review

Program Goal 9.0 (optional): To provide a culminating
experience that demonstrates science and teaching cornpete.ncies
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Topic 9.1 Excursion or Convocation
The student may either

Fian and make all arrangements for a special science
learning experience for a small group of children, or
Conduct a §C.ence cc nvocation

Program Goat 10.0 To provide a means of measuring
growth anil exit level of performance
Topic 10.1 Pogue St

The student should demonstrate mastery of all course
objectives at prescribed criterion levels.

Conformitv to NSTA Recommended Standards for the
Preparation and Certification of Sc:ence Teachers; 1983
The rationale ;or the SODIA science methods course is
Similar to the rationale for the NSTA standards. The first
NSTA standard reads as follows:
All colleges and universities should require a minimum
of 12 semester hours or 18 quarter hours of laboratory
or field-oriented science, including courses in each of
these areas: biological science, physical science, and Earth
science.

The SODIA Science program exceeds this standard in
that all students are required to earn a total of 20 credits,
five each in biology, geology, chemistry, and physics. Each
of these courses has a laboratory component.
Our program itl§o follows thc 1970 AAAS guidelines
which recommended that prE.§ervice courses relate to the

science taught in the schools. The four SODIA content
courses cover all the objectives of the Utah Elementary
Science Core.

Our new methods course meets the second NSTA
stanclArd in all respects. This standard concerns science
teaching methods. It reads as follows:

Preervice elementary teachers should be required to
complete a minimum of one separate course of approxi-

mately three semester hours in elementary science
methodS. ThiS cour§e should be scheduleJ after the
science content courses and just prior to student teaching.
Standard II b adds that this course should help preservice ceachers teach science processes, attitudes, and content to children in grades K-6.
Our methods course emphasites the content, process,

and attitude components of scientific literacy. Process
Skill§ are learned through hands-on activities, and content is directl., coordinated with curricula appropriate
for elementary grade children. The following course
components relate specifically to this recommendation:
Topics 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 Content, process, and attitude
assessment
Topic 6.1 Scientific literacy
Topic 6.2 Cognitive processes
Topics 7.1, 7.2 Curriculum materials

The third area of emphasis in the NSTA standards is

_The initial experience with students in Level II of the
SODIA program may or may not include sci;:nce lessons.
The classroom exposure at that level is unstructured to the
extent that students may or may not be present at a time
when science is being taught. The practicum component of
the science methods course, however, provides every student the opportunity to teach science. ThiS i§ Followed by
Level III, a full quarter practicum during which every stu-

dent is required to teach science. The culmination is a
quarter of full-time student teaching that normally includes
science lessons.
Standard four deals with faculty preparation: Faculty for

both the content and the methods course in the SODIA
program meet NSTA recommendationS. Method§ courSe
faculty are well versed in content and in teaching methodology. The_principal instructor is a senior faculty member
with a Ph.D. in science education.
Standard five emphasizes the value bf an atmoSpherz in
which students can exolore; investigate; and discover._ Pre:
service teachers shoulclexperience scientific inquiry because
teachers prepared in environment§ that inVite and support
curiosity, investigation, and inquiry are likely tb provide
similar iituations for their students:
Pre..,ervice elementary teachers should be instructej in
sc:ence laboratories and educational facilitie§ with equip=

ment, instructional materials, and library holdings that
promote science learning and exemplify outstanding
school science programs.
Our combination of science course laboratorie§; bur Sciz
ence, technology, and society methods course component;
and our Edith Bowen Lab School facilities collectively satisfy
the requirements of this recommendation. Our One area of

deficiency is that we have no annual budget fbr supplies
and equipment._
The final NSTA standard defines conditions relative to
professional development. The§e criteria range from positive attitudes toward science to an appreciatit n for the
position of science in the total elementary curriculum.

The prclessional orientation of preservice elementary
teacheis should include experiences that (a) in§till pb§i=

tive attitudes toward science and science teaching, (b)
foster an appreciation for the .ialue of science in the total
curriculum and in the lives of children, and (c) develcip

commitment to continue their education as teachers of
science through reading, pal ticipation in professional
organizations, and further education, including inservice
experiences.

Item c above has not been evaluated, but items a and b
are integral parts of the philosophy and objectives of our
methods course. We expect to continue to develop toward
the vision of excellence embodied in the NSTA Standards
and tne SESE Criteria for Excellence in Preservice Elementary Education.

field experiences with children.
Preservice elementary teachers should have opportuni-

ties throughout their undergraduate years to teach science to children in schools. These field experiences in
science should begin with observation and tutoring and
proceed through small and large group instruction. Student teaching must include experiences in planning and
teaching science.
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ur needs-oriented model involves three groups
preservice teachers from Austin Peay State University's Education Department, inservice teachers
from Barksdale Elementary School, and Barksdale elementary students (K-5). Both theuniversity and the elementary school are in Clarksville, Tennessee, a community of
85;000 near tlie Tennessee/Kentucky border which iS home
to a military insl-itution (Fort Campbell) as well as the state
university.

Chapter 7_
Collaboration _in
Preservice and
higervite

Of Austin Peay's 5,000 students, approximately 15-20
percent are elementary education majors, most from seven
counties across the state and some from outside the state.
The traditional agrarian nature of the community ancLits
close proximity to Tennessee Valley Authority Land Be:
tween the Lakes, Mammoth Cave State Park, Dunbar Cave
Natural Area, Montgomery Bell State Park, and Reelfoot
Lake provide many opportunities for hobbies and interests
related to science and the outdoors. Clarksville'S induStrial
resources include Acme Boot, Trane, Thun, Jostens, and
Union Carbide.

Education:

Determining the Need

A Needs-oriented
Model

"The only person who knows what I need to learn is me."

That's why our model was designed to respond to the
expressed needs of the three role groups whose need§ concerned us most as educators: preservice teachcrs, inservice
teachers, and elementary students.
In 1980 we administered a questionnaire to three Mont-

gomery County elementary faculties. Inservice teachers
identified very similar reasons for either not teaching science

Rebecca Slayden-McMahan
Education Department
Austin Peay State University
Clarksville, Tennessee 37044

or not feeling competent as science teachers. At approximately the same time, 90 preservice teachen in prepara-

tory classes at the university were asked to identify
competencies_they wished togain from their science education course. The outcome of these two assessments was a
collaborative model integrating preservice and inService ed:

ucation through science labs or centers established in the
elementary school.
The Needs Inset-Dice Teachers &press

The inservice teachers named eight elements which
hampered their teaching of science.
The various reading levels and ability levels of Student§
The lack of appropriate, up-to-date reading materials, as
well as laboratory materials, equipment, and funds
The lack of time for preparation of materials
The lack of appropriate space for work and storage
Proulems with labs: extra noise, movement, and cleanup;
behavior problems
Lack of motivation and poor attitudes towazd science on
the part of students
Inadequate scope and sequence of the science program;

inadequate measurement and evaluation of student

progress
Personal discomfort and lack of confidence
Barnes' 1981 research describes the inservice training he

saw as generally remedial in nature. He found that such
training usually sterns from untested assumptions of what
teachers need, and has general, rather than specific application to problems and shortcomings. Inservice is offered as a
sort of universal remedy, for problemS which are always
individual and specific.
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The Competencies Preservice Teachers Want

During that same period we asked Austin Peay preservice teachers to identify the competencies they hoped to
gain. Their answers centered around skills in eight areas.

Designing science units, writing lesson plans, and
choosing and using educational materials, including eval:
Elation materials.
Developing self-awareness and self-confidence, including
class management and discipline skills
Strengthening the child's self-concept, fostering positive

science attitudes, 3nd reducing science anxiety for
students

Meeting_ the individual needs of students through
strategies such as individualized instruction and the use
of learning centers
Communicating with and learning from other teachers
Becoming familiar with the resources of the school and
the school system (facilities; environment, and organization)

Gaining perspective on career decisions such as grade
level preference
The Opportunity Students Deserve

What students need from their elementary science programs has been exhaustively documented in recent years,
along with the fact that few of them are currently having
those needs met. Teachers do not devote adequate time to
science instruction. A great deal of the Instruction that does
occur is still a matter of isolated facts and principles. Too
many students regard science content as boring, and science
labs as "yutchy." Classes are large, and teachers have little
time to recognize or respond to individual interests and
learning styles.
Educators cannot expect to put the pieces together, to
apitalize on curiosity and mold problem-solving and inventive minds, unless their teaching builds integrated conceptual models. Thc., can only do this by allowing children to
apply !earring, to initiate investigations, and to solve real or
realistically simulated problems. Teachers must be prepared
to teach process skills, as well as science content, in a logical,

progressive, meaningful sequence to m2et the needs of
today's students and prepare tomorrow's scientifically literate adults.

The Science Center Model: A Rationale
What followed seemed only logicalto develop a training model to integrate the education of preservice and
inservice teachers and enrich, supplement, and even restructure the existing elementary science curriculum by combining forces and resources. The key to the model would be
the expressed needs of inservice and preservice teachers.
Wiles lamented in 1979 that educators are accustomed to
viewing preservice and inservice training as two unrelated

processes, even though the competencies the two groups
need appear to be the same. Nothing has changed. In addi,
tion, inservice training has remained under the auspices of
local school districts, while preservice has been considered
the university'S domain. Many educational theoreticians
consider separate programs with separate coordinating systems an unhealthy split in teacher education. They recommend a marriage of the two programs for the benefit of

teacher trainees, teachers, andstudents (Winter, 1965).
Collaboration is the foundation for our model's success.
Preservice training and §ervice to the school are tailormade in this programdesigned by the inService teacher,
principal, teacher educator, and preservice teacher, with i:he
needs of ,he students in full view, to use the resources of
this particular setting for the benefit of all concerned.

Our Program
The program is built around the science center located in
the elementary school. The center is a workplace and learning lab providing Space for science equipment, resources,

experimentation, and storage. Staffed by trained parent
volunteers and preservice teachers, it operates much like an
open-concept library.

It is also a place for preservice teachers to hang their
hats. Equipped with test tubes, hot plates, bulbs, wires,
aquariums, plants, skulls, fossil collections, insects, and
dentS, the science center is an ever-expanding base of
opera tions.

By the time they reach their junior year our elementary
education majors have already taken one course in biology
and two courSeS chosen from physics, chemistry, and geology. These are the same courSeS §cience majors take at
Austin Peay. The elementary education program also re=
quires General Science 302-303, which incorporates content in the Earth, physical, and life sciences with methods
and materials of instruction for the elementary SchoolS.

For the first half of the term the preservice teachers

study curriculum design; instructional strategies; methods
of assessing individual Student needs, abilities, interests,
and skills; techniques of evaluation, grading, and reporting
student progress; and student and teacher interaction in
varied learning situations. During this theory and content
work at the university they alSo learn tO develop and implement instructional materials, including learning centerS,
units, instructional games, learning labs, and individualized
student programs.
Each student teacher is then aSSigned to one of the participating inservice teachers, working with that teacher and
the university instructor to design and implement a unique
field-based experience which meets the needs of the preservice teacher, the supervising teacher, and the students.
The preservice teachers develop skills in classroom organization, management, discipline, and record keeping.
They work individually with §tudent§ or With small groups.
They develop materials to individualite inStructicin, deviSe
labs for groups of 20_ to 30 students, and establish learning
center§ for group§ of four and five students. In addition to
their experience with their aSSigned inService teacher, students spend half of their class time at the elementary §chool
in group lab situations that the university instructor facilitates. The university instructor teaches six demonstration
labs during the quarter, one each in grade§ K=5, "borroWing" one entire classroom and group of students at each
grade level. These demonstrations generally last for 50-60

minute. A Second hour of debriefing follows the lab to
allow university instructOrs and preservice teachers to
evaluate procedures, materials, and reactions of elementary

StudentS. Inservice teachers from these classrooms also
participate in the labS.
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Field Experience for Preservice Teachers
Field work consists of four parts: demonstration labs

Plans for the Future: A Regional Training Center

practice labs, materials development, and tutorials.
During demonstration labs, each preservice teacher will

training center at Austin Peay. Featuring a lab area complete with equipment and supplies to teach all areas of the
new state science curriculum, the center will be housed in
the Claxton Building with a compleX of offices and class:
rooms for professional education, and will be used by preservice and inservice teachers during training. The regional

observe the university professor teaching an elementary
science lab at every level, K-5.

During practice labs, each of the labs demonstrated by
the univerSity professor will be disseminated to the other
grade levels within the school by the preservice teachers.
Each preservice teacher will be assigned a partner and then
the tWo preservice teachers will be assigned to a teacher.
They will teach one of the labs demonstrated by the university instructor to their assigned class.
During materials development; each preservice teacher
will develop one lab for the class assigned in cooperation
with that class's inservice teacher. The lab will be imple-

mented by the preservice teacher and evaluated by the
inservice teacher.
For the tutorial Section, the preservice teacher will spend

two full afternoons each week in the science center at
Barksdale. This time is to be used for tutoring children,
working on learning centers, and doing research for the
ingervice teacher.

The Inservice ConiPonent
Inservice teachers derive many benefits from our needs-

oriented model. The university instructors become their
private science education consultants. These instructors are
available to facilitate or monitor special inservices and curriculum revisions. Working with the young teachers pro=
vides professional stimulation and challenge to the Barksdale

faculty. Aside from human resources, the program provides materials and equipment to make the job of teaching
science easier. Preservice teachers contribute 50-60 instructional games, units, and labs during each academic year.
When Several dozen inservice teachers pool resources
with the university, and include parents and their resources, the possibilities for creative science instruction become

all but limitless. Many of the needs inservice teachers
expressed in our Survey are met by Barksdale'S collaboration with Austin Peay: But collaboration within the school
has also been improved as a result of our program:
Most elementary teachers can testify to the general lack

of coordination in grade level planning and scope and
sequence planning. Fourth grade teachers might meet and
plan together, and even meet with third grade teachers; but

coordinated planning and decision making among K-5
science teachers is mUth rarer than it should be. The science
center at Barksdale publishes a newsletter as one avenue of
communication among the teachers. Planning for inservice
training alSo bring§ the faculty together.
The faculty of the elementary school elects one representative from each grade level to serve on a curriculum com-

mittee for inservice training within the school. The committee Works with the professor to identify needs and
structure appropriate activities.
Our model makes efficient useof professionals and their

year§ of teaching experience. There is no extra cost to
either the university or the school.

By the fall of 1988 We hope to have e5tabliShed a regional

center will F,erve eight counties and school districts in Ken-

tucky and Tennessee. A consortium of professors representing the disciplines of biology, chemistry,geology, physics, mathematics, and science education will serve as consultants for training.
The inservice training model, a joint project of the local

school system, Austin Peay, and the state department of
education, is designed to strengthen science education for
students at the elementary and middle/junior high School
levels: We will do this by preparing, motivating, and recog-

nizing teachers, who are central to the motivation and
learning of students, and exchanging and replicating effective teaching materials and techniques for their uSe. In=

service will provide an opportunity for peer teaching,

leadership development, and dissemination of ideas. The
prcOct will become self sustaining after three years.
A cadre of well trained and highly skilled elementary
science teachers will be identified and recruited as team
leaders. These leaders will share hands-on activities, up-todate content, teaching methodS, and reSearch in teaching
and learning. Team leaders will guide and structure the
training sessions for participating teachers.
Team leaders must have five years of eXperience With
science teaching, career ladder StatuS (granted by the State
ofTennessee to two highly qualified teachers in each of the
schools cooperating with this project), their principal's recom-

mendation, and a strong interest in science. Summer train-

ing for team leaders will be financed through the career
ladder program.
Inservice training for -)articipating teachers will be conducted locally, will involve intensive handS:on activities,
and will introduce teachers to the science content require=
ments for each gradeand to recent developments in science.
Teachers will have the opportunity to work with the best
instructional materials, educational technology, and teach:

ing methods related to the content of the knowledgeintensive sessions, and will have time to_ adapt these materials and methdds for use in their own classrooms.
The inservice training will be Conducted in Small group§

to facilitate peer support, peer tutoring, and leadership
development among teachers. Initial training will be followed by 12 three-hour sessionS for inservice teachers during the school year. Substitute teachers will cover clasSeS
while teachers attend these sessions.

Benefits to the Student
"Back to basics" and the record keeping it entails have
temporarily robbed many science programs of their dynamism. But many of the basic skills We want tb build in
language arts and mathematics can be fostered through an
activity-oriented, hands-on approach to curriculum development in science. We Start with an emphasis on the Stu=
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dent as a learner; one with unique needs and interests and a

unique style of learning. Hands-on involvement is the
foundation for understanding facts and concepts and for
building scientific generalizations. Students learn best when
they are interested, active, and involved. At all times, in our
program, the elementary student is the focus of concern:
The student at Barksdale has the opportunity to examine
a science concept or become involved in a science activity

either individually or as a part of a group. Since trained
parent/community volunteers, preservice teacilers, or high
school science students are always in the center, a teacher

She reports to the center during her scheduled library
free time. She uses a microscope with a deep well slide so
she can observe the insect while it is alive. She is helped
to key the insect by the use of an elementary insect guide
that She findS in the center.

Evaluation
Members of each of the role groups involved in the
model-inservice teachers, preservice teachers, and elemen-

tary studentshave been asked to respond to the model's

has the option of sending one or more students to the

ability to meet their individual needS. All have found aSpectS

center at any time during the day. An inservice teacher can

of the program valuable for their learning, and preferable
to more traditional models. We are continually learning
what works and enhancing it, and eliminating or modifying
what does not.

reserve the center and its staffer for a particular date or
time period.
The interest the science center general. ?s is not amazing.
It is natural that this would be a favorite place for students,

a place where they can learn things they want to learn.
Science should be exciting, for students and teachers. At
Barksdale and Austin Peay, it is.
The following are examples of science center activities.
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The University of Southern Mississippi EUS1v1) was
established by an act of the Mississippi Legislature

in 1910 as the Mississippi Normal College. Today
USM is a comprehensive university with more than 500

Chapter 8
Elementary
Preservice
Education in
Science and Math
Iva D. Brown
Department of Science Education
University of Southern Mississippi
Hattiesburg, MS 39406

full-time faculty members and an academic year enrollment
of about 13,500. Our primary service area is the southern
half of Mississippi. The main campus consists of 135 buildings on 254 acres of land within the city limits of Hattiesburg, population 65,000.
The primarily female student population for the preservice elementary program ranges in age from early twenties
to mid-forties. A gradual upward shift in the mean age in

recent years reflects a significant number of women returning to the campus to complete programs that were
interrupted by marriage and the care of young children.
The typical student entering the program met minimal
science course requirements for graduation from high school

and expresses considerable anxiety about the study and
teaching of science.

Background of the Program
The incentive to restructure our science education program for preservice elementary teachers came from our
involvement in the 1970s with National Science Founda-

tion projects to ssisdiboLiteiits in implemtnting the
"alphaber curricula, BSCS, ESS, SAPA, and SCIS. Among
the Mississippi teachers who participated in these projects,
confident, knowledgeable, skilled teachers of science at the
elementary level were found to be in short supply. Perhaps
even more distressing, we found that teachers and administrators gave science teaching a low priority among the professional responsibilities of elementary school teachers. Since

many of the teachers in the inservice education projects
were graduates of the University of Southern Mississippi,
questions arose about the quality of the existing science
preparation program. We unclei took a critical examination
of our science content and science methods course offerings for elementary education majors.

In the early 1970s a sequence of four science content
coursestwo physical science and two biological science
was among the core curriculum requirements for nonscience majors at USM. As non-science majors, the preservice el-imentary teachers met this requirement. The science
courses were taught in large lecture sections and supple-

mented with visual aids, demonstrations, films, reading
assignments, and study sheets. There were no laboratories.
The tests were usually short-answer in format and tended
to emphasize recall of scientific information. The courses
presented science as a body of knowledge found in books
and heard about in lecture halls.
In sharp contrast, the science teaching methods course
required in the elementary education program was taught
in small sections with hands-on invOlvement, using ma)erials representative of nationally recognized curricula in
elementary school science. In the sdence methods course
preservice teachers discovered strategies for teaching science
totally foreign to their previous experiences in college science

courses. We questioned whether a single methods course
could significantly alter our students' image of science and
science teaching, after years of experiencing science as a
body of facts to be committed to memory. Teaching be40
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havior is strongly influenced by the teacher role models a
student encounters. If our elementary school teachers were
to exhibit the style of open inquiry reflected in the new
curricula, the science courses at USM had to reflect that
pattern of teaching.
The faculty in the department ofscience educationdecided
to change the science curriculum for elementary education
majors. As a first step, we identified elementary education
majors enrolled in the large sections of the science content
sequence for nonscience majors and offered them separate
small sections. This made it possible to develop curriculum
materials and explore teaching approaches to meet the special needs of preservice !ementary teachers. A separate
science course sequence for elementary education majors
was approved through the various university committees
and councils in the 1974-75 academic year. Thc need for
this program had to be convincingly articulated many times
to obtain approval, in view of the additional cost of the
program, the resistance of scientists who felt this course
sequence might be a less rigorous treatment of content in
the various disciplines, and the fairness issue involved in
offering special courses in the core requirements to a limited
segment of the student population.

tivity remains basically intact, with the same general philosophy, goals, and teaching approach. Some modifications
have been made in the curriculum materials, and changes

have occurred in teaching personnel To adhere to the
criteria of the Search for Excellence in Science Education,
this description of the current program has been limited to

the science component of USM's preservice elementary
education program.

Our Current Program
The philosophy of our preservice program for elementary teachers is grounded in our concept of the nature of
science, the way childrenlearn, and the goals of an elementary science curriculum. We view science itself as a search

for patterns that requires the active involvement of the
learner. Children are natural inquirers, who continually try

to make sense of the world around them by gathering
information and processing it into patterns or regularities.
Therefore, exemplary science programs for the elementary
grades should emphasize the investigative nature of science.
The goals for elementary school science should be to
develop

An understanding of the major concepts which are the
foundation of modern scientific thought
The science process skills necessary for continued self-

The Projed

The faculty in the department of science education
committed themselves to an all-out effort to develop the
best possible science program for the preparation of ele-

learning
An understanding of science and its societal implications

For our teacher education program this philosophy

mentary school teachers. A preliminary proposal was devel-

oped and submitted to the National Science Foundation.
NSF staff members persuaded us that the mathematics
program for preservice elementary teachers must be upgraded at the same time, if we were to achieve significant
improvements in scientific knowledge and process skills.

dictates inquiry-based, activity-centered instruction which

Competency in mathematics appears to be inexorably linked
to advancement in knowledge and understanding of science.

their own science teaching the behaviors of their former
science teachers. Preservice teachers who experience inquiry-based, activity-centered instru, ;ion under the tute-

After a full year of planning, the department of science
education, in association with the department of mathematics and the department of curriculum and instruction,
submitted to the National Science Foundation a proposal to

restructure the science and mathematics components of
our program for preservice elementary teachers. Our proiect, The Implementation of a Sequential Science and Mathematics
Program for Preservice Elementary School Teachers, (NSF Grant #

EPP5719223) was funded for a three-year period beginning
in July 1975, under the NSF Division of Experimental Projects and Developing Programs.
At the time we received our funding, a number of other

projects were already underway to develop curriculum
materials for preservice education of teachers in science
and mathematics. To prevent costly duplication of effort in
curriculum development, the project at USM was designed

to use curriculum materials that were successful at other
institutions and test their transferability. Prior ta the USM
project, there had been little, if any, coordinated effort to
restructure both the science and mathematics components
of a teacher education program throughout an institution.
Most previous programs had been for small pilot groups of
preservice elementary teachers, rather than an institution's
entire population of teachers in training.
The science and mathematics preparatory program that
emerged from the three years of intense NSF project ac-

involves preservice teachers in the various processes of
science as a means of discovering significant scientific concepts for themselves.
We further believe that preservice teachers will model in

lage of exemplary role models are likely to exhibit teaching
behaviors which reflect the nature of science, relate to the
goals of elementary school science, and show sensitivity to
children as learners.
Goals of the Program

The program's goal is to produce knowledgeable, skilled,
confident teachers committed to improving the teaching of
elementary school science. In behavioral terms, the teachers
who complete the program should be able to
Show levels of achievement in science content and process skills adequate for teaching elementary school science
Demonstrate, in classroom teachng situations, inquirybased, activity-centered instructional skills
Match teaching objeciives and approaches to the needs of
children as :earners
Exhibit conficknce and enthusiasm about teaching science
Nature of the Program

The preservice science program is comprised of four con-

tent science coursestwo physical science and two biologicalfollowed by a science methods course. The 12
semester-hour content and three-hour methods requirements add up to a 15 semester-hour science program.
The content courses focus on developing the knowledge
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and process skills to teach current exemplary science programs for the elementary grades. Each course integrates

content and teaching methodology in the sense that the
course instructors serve as role models for teaching_behaviors. All courses are taught in a laboratory setting. That

is, prospective teachers are taught with materials which
allow for direct experience in activity-centered investigations aimed at developing basic concepts and skills. Faculty
make a concerted effort to reduce anxiety toward studying
andteaching science by providing for successful experiences.
The tifth course in the science sequence is predominantly
a course in methods and materials for teaching elementary

school science. The course is organized in three major
parts. Part one_ provides conceptual background related to
the meaning of science, the goals of an elementary science
curriculum, the proceSS and content aspects of learning
activities, and the characteristics of the young learner. Part
two focuses on the development of instructional skills by
examining different teaching strategies. Since experimenting as a teaching strategy seems to be the most difficult to
master, we emphasize integrated process skills and the use

of experiments in the classroom. A science fair day is a
component of this part. Each preservice teacher completes
an experiment and submits a written report, science fair
display, and log book for the competition.
r,.. t three involves the preservice teachers in the preparation and Supervised teaching of six science lessons, each
approximately 50 minutes long. The six lessons focus on a
single unit theme and are usually adaptations from nationally recognized science curricula. Thus, this course not only
addresses methods and materials of teaching but also pro-

vides practical experience in applying science content in
actual classroom settings.
Materials and Curriculum

Our curriculum has been continuously examined and
niodified since the program restructuring during 1975-77.
Curriculum materials developed by Arnold Arons at the
University of Washington and his textbook The Various Language: An Inquiry Approach fo The Physical Sciences were used in

the physical science sequence for several years. Many of
the activities in Arons' program continue to be used, but
new ones have been adopted from other sources and developed in OUT own program.
The biological science courses used materials developed
as part of the Putdue University project, An Integrated Approach
To The Science Preparation of Prospective Elementary Teachers. The

Purdue project was funded by NSF under the Undergraduate PreService Teacher Education Program. Purdue activities were essentially adapted from the BSCS Green Version biology program and the Science Curriculum Improvement Study.
Science textbooks which reflect the philosophy and teach-

ing approach we want for our preservice elementary
teachers are not available for the college level /irons' book,
for eicample, emphasized the development of mathematical
reasoning and interpretive skills, but did not develop many
of the science concepts that the preservice teachers will be
expected to teach elementary students. At present we are
using Several textbooks, materials from the national curriculum projects; and other materials developed by the professors who teach our courses.

The courses are scheduled as three semester hours lecture and one semester hour laboratory; however, the teaching emphasizes direct involvement of the students in activi-

ties which lead to discovery of ideas and relationships.
There is seldom a full period of formal lecture; instead
there are frequent discussion periods when students share
and interpret results under the skillful guidance of the
course instructor.

We use well-written physical science and biological science

textbooks for reading assignments to reinforce and eictend
the classroom activities. Most college studentS have been
conditioned by past educational experiences to approach
learning through the printed word, so we try to capitalize

on this established learning style to help them build a
strong foundation of scientific knowledge. We choose books
which give clear explanations and offer illustrations, data,
charts, and graphs to be interpreted. In the courses, we try
to expose the preservice teachers to many teaching strate-

gies and !Ap them to see reading as just one means of
approaching the study of science. We try to make them
aware that children need to experience science directly, not
just read and talk about it.

The basic textbook for the science methods course is
Exploring Science In The Elementary School by Donald Kauchak

and Paul Eggen. The authors share our goals for elementary school science, and our understanding of the nature of
science, how chiidren learn, and the ideal strategies for
teaching science.
In the field experience component of thiS courSe, lesSons
are usually adapted from various curriculum projects, with
the preservice teachers responsible for finalizing the plans

and practicing the lessons before actually teaching small
groups of children. We try to assure that the experience of
working with children is successful and provides students
with positive feedback about themselves as teachers of
science.

A resource center housing instructional materials for the
K-college levels was established with NSF project funding.
The resource center is a support facility for bOth the undergraduate and graduate level programs administered by the

department of science education. The center includes a
wide range of current instructional materials:

complete sets of programs, such as Developing Mathematical
Proasses, Science Curriculum Improvement Study, and Science=7A
Process Approach

Science textbook series
Metric teaching aids
Films, filmstrips, and other audio-visual aids
Manipulative laboratory materials for classroom use
Sourcebooks of teaching activities and games

Sample instruments for assessing content knowledge,
attitude, and skill development in science
Microcomputers and computer software

The preservice teachers use this facility in completing
course assignments and as a source of materials for their
student teaching experience. The center plays a critical role
in introducing preservice teachers to the use of computers
in teaching and learning.
The Role of the Professor

The professors for the courses in the science sequence
are expected to exemplify good practices in planning, teach-
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ing, and evaluating. They model strategies for teaching,

In 1985 the program was reviewed by_the curriculum
committee in the College of Science and Technology, the
curriculum committee for the College of Education and
Psychology, and the Academic Council of LJSM. The fourcourse science sequence was approved by these committees
to meet the core requirements for elementary education

assuming the roles of motivator, counselor, guide, initiator,
discussion leader, resource person, lecturer, demonstrator,
questioner, evaluator, and others appropriate to the various strategies. We feel it is important to alternate among a
variety of methods, matching teaching objectives to the
students' needs, the materials that are available, and the
content/process goals.
Since many preservice elementary teachers are anxious
about studying and teaching science, building positive self concepts about their ability to learn and teach science is a
major responsibility of the program. This means that each
student must be respected as an individual of dignity and

majors. We are proud that the program continues to be

viable ten yews after the initial grant funding and is accepted
by the academic community on our own campus.

Our program, when examined against the criteria for
excellence, shows many strengths. The following is a partial list.

Evaluation data demonstrate that the program develops
positive attitudes toward science and science teaching.
The program requires twelve semester hours of science
content, including broad treatment of physical science

worth, and never demeaned or belittled. The classroom
environment has to be one of openness and acceptance
where students feel comfortable asking questions and
expressing ideas.

and biology, and limited Earth and space science topics.
The content and methodology in the courses are applicable to sound elementary school science programs. Both
the science content and methods courses use the problem
solving processes of science, such as observing, classify-

The Role of the Student

Our preservice elementary teachers are active participants in the learning process; rather than passive receivers
of information. They are investigators searching for patterns and regularities they can use to describe and explain
phenomena in the natural world. They are encouraged to

ing, measuring, interpreting data, and experimenting.
Field and laboratory activities are integrated in science
content study.

question: "How do we know...? What is the evidence

Societal implications of science and technology are

for...? How could we explain ...? How could we test? ..."
As students, they are encouraged to show initiative, curiosity, and the desire to find out for themselves.

addressed in the courses. For example, if a field trip to a
local electric power plant is a part of an electricity unit,
students will examine the environmental technology used

in the plant to prevent air and water pollution. The

EvaluaLion

nuclear waste issue is studied in relation to the Missis-

Evaluation of Students

sippi salt domes, which are presently being considered as

For the four science content courses, student achievement is evaluated on the basis of teacher-made tests, written reports of investigations, and other assignments. In

sites for a depository. Genetic engineering, population
co- itrol, energy consumption, and other topics with
societal implications are also explored.

We require three semester hours of science teaching
methods with a field-based teaching component. The

testing, emphasis is placed on higher-order cognitive levels,

with students being asked to explain, compare, describe,
interpret, and evaluate. Some test items are short answer
and require recall of information or comprehension; howeven essay questions requiring analysis, synthesis, application, and evaluation tend to predominate.

field experience involves hands-on problem solving and
skill development activities.
Microcomputers and other current technology used in
the science content and methods course provide expe-

rience with the use of these tools in concept/skill

In evaluating student achievement for the methods course

we consider teacher-made tests, ratings of teaching performance, science fair projects, written reports of interviews based on Piaget's tasks, and lesson plans. Rating
criteria vary with the assignments.

development.

Evaluation of Program

They are active in professional associations and work

The program meets all the criteria for excellence with
regard to faculty characteristics. The faculty members
are well qualified, experienced, competent teachers. Each
has experience in teaching science in the public schools.

During the initial restructuring of the program, sup-

closely with the Mississippi Department of Education and

the state public school systems. They encourage and
model participation in professional organizations and

ported by NSF funding, an extensive formative and summative evaluation was conducted. Data collection continues
to the present time. Students use rating scales to evaluate
the course instructors. We solicit feedback from students in
writing and through interviews regarding course content
and teaching approaches. Testing is keyed to course objectives. Test results are examined and courses are revised
when we find a better way to meet the course objectives.
Faculty members teaching courses in the sequence meet
formally to discuss the curriculum and ways of improving
the sequence. In addition, they informally share new activi-

research involvement.
Science teaching rescarces include well-equipped laboratory facilities, a resource center with an extensive collection of curriculum materials, source books, manipulative

aids, visual aids, computer software, microcomputers,
television monitor and cassette player, microfiche reader/
printer, and more. Library holdings exceed 30,000 volumes
related to the program, plus a considerable collection of
children's science tradebooks.
Weaknesses of the program, examined against the criteria for excellence, include the following.

ties being tried, problem areas, and successes and failures in
teaching. The faculty works as a supportive team constantly
striving to improve the course sequence.

The present four-course content sequence needs to in43
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corporate more Earth science. Observational astronomy,
the water cycle, the carbon dioxide/oxygen cycle, weather,
and Other topics do receive some treatment in the course
sequence, but we plan to develop a separate Eat th and
environmental course.
In the science methods course some hard choice§ have
bcen made because there is never time to treat' all areas.
One such choice relates to developing skill in writing

lesson plans, teacher-made te§t§, and other teaching
materials. We are aware that preservice teacher§ need
help in planning Science lessons and would like to incorporate more of this activity in the methods course, but
lesson planning :s heavily emphasized in other methods
courses. In an effort to assure that the field experience in
science involves hands-on, exemplary activities with which
the preservice teachers will experience success, our course

professors have assumed the major re§ponSibility for
planning the lessons so fz.r.Lessons adapted from various
curriculum project§ are offered as exemplary materials.
From the exemplary lessons, §tudent§ can begin to see
how science should be taught and develop the confidence
to try constructing their own materials later.
We need more extenSive ongoing evaluation of the program to provide continuous feedback for future modifications. We recognize the need; buf with the present
faculty workload we have been unable accomplish this
to our satisfaction.
Mississippi has an extensive junior college System. Appro-

ximately 60-70 percent of the students in teacher education are tranSfer§ from the junior colleges. Because we
accept transfer credits in laboratory science to meet our
core requirements, many graduates in the elementary
education program have not completed the four-course
science sequence offered at USM.

courses. The science teaching method§ courSe requires a
wide variety of materials suited to the teaching of elemen=

tary school science, in quantities sufficient for teaching

about two hundred children, and funds for replacing
expendable items.
We struggle to keep the program as cost-efficient as pos-

sible. Clearly this program is more expensive to operate
than a comparable sequence of lecture courses. But the
university continues to sustain it, which indicate§ that we
must be giving good value.
Future Changes In The Program

The Mississippi Board of Trustees for Instittion§ of
Higher Learning maintains _an ongoing program review
process. The board mandated last year that eight semester
hours of laboratory science be required in the core at all
publie colleges and universities: In a separate but related
action, they increased the number of high school c 2dits in
science and mathematics required for entrance to state colleges and universities. The courses ih the four--courSe Science

con tent sequence, which each formerly carried three
semester how s of credit, must now be offered as fourcredit courses (three hours lecture and one hour lab) to

meet core requirements: With this change, the cla§§e§ in
the four-course sequence total 16 semester hours. Since
elemertary edutation majOrs are still only asked to take 12
hours of science, teaching students may satisfy the requirement with just three courses:
We are planning to restructure the sequence ihth three
coursesphy§ital Science, Earth and environmental science,
and life science. The basic philoSOphy and approach will not
change, nor will the total number of hours required. The
content of all courses Will need to be reviewed and modified.

Other impending changes are linked to the Education

Program Maintenance Needg, Hurrian arid Financial
The key ingredient in the success of our program is role
modeling by the teacher§ of each cour§e in the sequence.
Since administration and teaching of the program are the
reSponSibility of the department of science education, it has
been possible to be very selective in assigning faculty to
teach the courses in the sequence. The coordinator for the
preservice elementary science program, Iva D. Brown, works

with the chair of the department of science education,

Bobby N. Irby, in identifying faculty whose teaching philosophy agrees with that of the program. Faculty involved in
the program are professionally active in promoting science
education and have records of proven performance in the
classroom.
The science resource center is an essential support fad:
ity for the program. It costs money to staff the center and
to keep its resource§ current.
Laboratory facilities with basic equipment are required
for teaching the physical science and biological science
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Reform Act passed by the Mississippi Legislature in 1982.
Certification requirements for teachers and accreditation
standards for teather education institutions are being reviewed and new guidelines established. Our Science methods
course will evolve to align with the competencies identified
in the Georgia Department of Education plan for performance-based certification, which ha§ been adopted by the
Mississippi Department of Education. Experience§ will have
to be bat into the elementary education program directed
toward_achieving the Specified competencies. For example,
the Georgia plan emphasizes competency in planning and
-organizing materials for instruction: To meet the performance levels in this area we will have to devote more time
and effort to writing _behavioral objectives, developing
compatible teaching procedures; :Ind dcsigititig evaluation
inctrutncn
Our goal for the future i§ a tOtally field-based science
methods course, with professors and pre§ervice teachers
meeting classes in a public school setting and working with
children a§ they Study various instructional approaches.
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The ultimate purpose of the Search for Excellence in
Science Education (5ESE) is to provide inspiration

and guidance to those who want to improve the

quality and quantity of science taught in America's precollege institutions. ChAracteristics of good science programs

and appropriate amounts of science were spelled out in
Project Synthesis' desired state. The goal of precollege science teaching is to produce citizens who are scientifically
and technologically literate: who know enough about the
scientific enterprise to make reasoned decisions at the personal and societal levels, take full advantage of their aca-

Chapter 9
Excellence in
Preservice
Elementary
Teacher
Education in
Science:
What We
Have Learned

demic opportunities, and function effectively in a wide
range of careers in tomorrow's scientific and technological
society.

Can preservice teacher education in science help to produce such citizens? We believe it can. Both positive and
negative evidence supports our belief. As positive evidence,
the teachers who developed the SESE exemplary elementary school science programs reported that the inspiration

to develop their excellent programs came from

courses or workshops they had taken. As negative evidence, elementary teachers other than those in exemplary
programs frequently ascribe a major part of their science
anxiety to a lack of adequate preservice training in science.
School administrators share that perception.

The characteristics 4 the desired state for preservice
elementary programs that will enable teachers to promote
scientific and technological literacy, were enumerated in
the first chapter. But a review of the applications for the
current search suggests that many proFessionals in teacher
education are not familiar with the SESE criteria. C3nsequently, it is necessary to underline the distinction between
the elementary science curricula which were developed
with federal funding during the 60s and 70s, the so-called
"new" curricula, and the exemplary elementary science programs envisioned by Project Synthesis and exemplified by
the honorees of the Search for Excellence in Science Education. Educating prospective teachers for the latter is the
current goal for today's preservice elementary teacher education programs.
The application forms used for this search for excellence
were the same as those for searches in the other fields of
precollege science education. Data were limited to the de-

Barbara S. Spector
University of South Florida
Tampa, Florida 33620

scriptions of The programs supplied by the institutions
themselves. Due to a lack of funds, there were no site
visits. Although the only meaningful indicator of an excel-

lent preservice program is the success the teachers have
with children in schools, the searrh application did not
require information about the performance of preservice
teachers once they were employed by school districts. Several of the exemplary programs do monitor their own
graduates, but we did not accumulate data on the comparative effectiveness of these graduates and those from more
traditional programs.

Each program in the preceding chapters was selected
because of its uoteworthy progress toward the desired
state: If the commendable attributes of all these exemplars
were combined, we would see a model approaching the
desired state for preservice elementary teacher education in
science. No one of the programs by itself is a model of the
desired state.
The following is a synthesis of what has been learned
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from this search. The names of institutions noted in paren-

theses direct the reader to at least one example of each
observation. The examples in the parentheses, however,
are not intended to indicate an ideal state in any area.

Insights Gleaned From This Searth
The commonality among the exemplars suggests thai
one of the things most essential to the development of an
excellent program is vital links among the many people and
groups who share an interest in science teaching. Some
useful interface§ appear to be between
Science educators and natural scientists
Scienco educators, natural scientists, technologists, and
social scientists

Science educators and the community, e.g. business and
industry and civic groups
The university program leader, faculty, and prospective
teacher§, and elementary school administrators, teachers,
and students
Science educators and the state education agency
Science educators and foundations interestedin education
A program's problem-solving capacity will be enhanced
by the variety and fruitfulness of its interfaces, and so will
its ability to meet the SESE criteria. Multiple interfaces
provide a rich and varied data base which can make current
information from a variety of perspectives available for

decision making. New strategies based on this data can
offer new solutions to program problems. A program can-

not but benefit from the synergism that results from
networking.
Each of the preceding exemplars could continue its progress toward the desired state by increasing the number of

interfaces that support its program. Since the role of

a

science educator is to be a link among scientists, and between

scientists and the rest of a community, it is reasonable to
ekpect the §cience educators on a college faculty to design
and maintain networking strategies. The first step will be
to persuade the individuals involved of the benefits each
can obtain from investing in the collaboration.

Before attempting to make §pecific changes in a program, the persons spearheading the development and
maintenance of these interfaces need to develop a common

vocabulary and context for communication, leading to a
common set of as§umptions upon which the group will
build. This minimizes potential for miscommunication, and
thus builds up the tru§t essential to any collaborative venture. Then a group philosophy, goals, and the specific tasks
to alter a program cat, be addressed.
Excellent Program; Cross Department Boundaries

The_ interface between science educators and natural
scientists is critical to providing preservice teachers with
current content that is applicable to the elementary science
curriculum. Decisions about what part of the accrued body
of science knowledge is appropriate for preservice teachers
and how it should be taught are best made collaboratively.
Faculty whose primary research and subsequent expertise
are in science edu:ation know the goals for elementary
science teaching and the capacity of elementary learners.
Faculty whose research and expertise are in one of the
natural Science§ know the directions and the cutting edge
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of work in that science. Together, they can develop creative

approaches to educating preservice elementary teachers
whose students will be adults in the twenty-first century.
Two models of collaboration between science education
and natural science were illustrated by the exemplars. In
one, the science educators have academic appointments in a
natural science department or college (Ball State UniverSity
and Eastern Michigan University). In the second, science
educators have academic appointments in departments or
colleges of education and collaborate with faculty in the
natural sciences either individu.-Oly (Austin Peay State University) or_through cross-unit committees or councils (University of Southern Mississippi, University of Toledo, Utah
State University). A third model, not de§cribed by Any of

the exemplars, gives a faculty member dual appointment,
half time in a natural science department and half time in a
college or department of education. Success appears to
require an ongoing formalized relation§hip between Scien=
tists and science educators. Faculty provide periodic feedback

to a permanent group responsible for program improvement, while implementing decisions made by the group.
Communication does not stop once the group agrees to
program changes.

Even though the success of an educational endeavor
depends on the individual teacher, individual excellence
cannot insure that program innovations will become permanently incorporated in an institution. Having a commit-

tee or council may seem unnecessary when there is a
strong individual relationship between A §cience educator
and one or more natural scientists, but there are vital roles
such a formal structure can play to insure excellence in the
long run.
A cross-disciplinary group can expedite program changes
through the multiple stages the curriculum process requires in a large university.
Even if_personnel in the in§titution change, a coundl pro=
vides continuity.

If individuals have a personal falling out, the council
remains to continue tending to the program.
If people beyond the first interactors wish to get involved,
they can approach a council through known procedures

more easily than they can intervene in a one-to-one
relationship.
Within the College of Arts and Sciences at Eastern Mich-

igan University, four science departments have joined for
ongoing planning, review, and revision of their program.
Ball State University has a science and mathematics resource advisory team representing the College of Sciente
and Humanities and the Teachers College. Utah State University has an advisory committee coordinating College of
Education and College of Science faculty who develop science courses for the preservice elementary program:
Councils should be structured to Catain input from outside the group,_ and have _potential for inviting new people
to participate as uses for other areas of expertise appear.
A uniqueness of the University of Toledo is that it has a
specific structure to enhance the interface betWeen science
educators arid faculty in educational psychology and other
foundational fields. Teaching teams from Educational Psychology, Curriculum and Methodology, Educational Media
and Technology, and Social Foundation§ of Education meet
in weekly planning sessions. Team leaders meet with col-
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lege administrators to evaluate the effectiveness of team
plans.

of science content (Eastern Michigan University)
Instructors modeling good teaching (all of the programs
selected)

Links to State Agencies are Vital

The interface between university science educators and
state education agencies is critical to the quality of preservice elementary teacher education programs. Many states
are currently examining their teacher certification criteria.
Others will surely follow the example of those who have
already drastically altered their certification procedures.
Comm( nly, graduation requirements in college and university teacher education programs go beyond state certification requirements. This may change, as more states strive
to make certified synonymous with qualified.

Universities commonly respond to changes in state certification requirements by making the state's requirements a
framework for their preservice programs. We recommend
a more active strategy. First, design an optimum program
based on the SESE Criteria for Excellence in Preservice
Elementary Teacher Education in Science, using research

on effective science teaching in elementary schools and
what teachers say they wish they had learned as undergraduates. Then modify the optimum program by adding
or altering as necessary to meet the state certification requirements.
Hopefully, interfaces between educators 3nd state educa-

tion agencies will insure that forthcoming elementary
teacher certification requirements reflect the SESE criteria.
If this is not the case, it will be up to science educators to
advocate that their states change the requirements, rather

than adjusting university prograny to meet undesirable
requirements:

University programs are influenced not only by state
certification requirements, but also by the needs and wishes
of cooperating school districts, faculty perspectives and organizational needs within the university, and the perceived
needs of prospective teachers in the target audience. MI of
these need to be considered in designing a program.
Creative Course Design Promotes Excellence

The exemplars deliver science content either through
courses specifically designed for, and limited to, prospective

elementary teachers (University of Southern Mississippi,
Ball .State University, University of Georgia) or through
standard university courses with sections reserved specifically for preservice elementar teachers (Utah State University). Three variations on the latter might be
Prospective teachers sit in E-ge group lectures with other
students and separate into small groups for discussion
and lab work

The course is the same, but prospective teachers are
taught in small classes, while other studenh. learn in
large lecture halls

The course labels are the same for all students, but the

content of preservice teacher sections is tailored to

teachers' needs
A composite of the characteristics of the science courses
in the exemplars includes
Experience with materiak L.uitable for use in elementary
schools (University of Georgia)
Focus on process skills (Eastern Michigan University)
The teaching of science methods mixed with the teaching
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Team teaching by science educators (University of Georgia, University of Southern Mississippi) or science educa-

tors and scientists teaching together (Utah State University).
In addition to being a most effective instructional strategy,
integrating the teaching of science methods with the teaching of science content, as :3 done at Eactern Michigan, eco-

nomiz<!s program time, making room to study additional
topics.

Two of the program strengths exhibited by all the exemplars were their training in the processes of science (observing, classifying, measuring, interpreting, predictinoa, and

experimenting) and their incorporation of the biological,
physical, and Earth sciences. However, the Earth sciences
appear to need more attention before we will have attained
a balance among all the disciplines, even in these exemplary
programs.
Excellent Programs Integrate Science, Technology, and Society

Overall, there is still a need to develop procedures which
provide prospective teachers with a significant understanding of the societal implications of science and technology

(S/T/5). All the programs reported that they attend to
SITIS, but there was little to provide guidance to the reader
on ways to do it.

Developing two related interfaces would contribute to
significant S/TIS education. They are the interfaces among
science educators, natural scientists, technologists, and social
scientists, and those between the science educator and the
community. These links will allow inservice teachers to use
the contacts they made during their undergraduate years

to obtain S/T/S resources, including human expertise,
equipment, printed materials, media, and access to physical

sites away from school; Since teachers cannot become
experts in all the disciplines, and schools usually have limited

budgets for science equipment, programs need to use the
community as a resource for teaching science in the classroom and outside the school.
Community volunteers can supervise children, guide children through learning center activities, and help teachers
develop expertise on a topic (Austin Peay). Field sites, such
as an electric power plant (University of Southern Mississippi), or a dairy farm and a weather station (Ball State)

highlight the relevance of teaching basic science and
technology.
Excellent Programs Stress Safety

Provisions to teach an understanding of how to ensure
safety when teaching science were conspicuous by their
absence from these programs. Ball State and Utah State
were the only schools whose reports even mentioned the
need for classroom safety training.
Excellent Programs Build PoSitive Attitudes

Success experiences built into undergraduate programs

appear to be the key to mitigating science anxiety and
assuring that preservice science teachers will have positive
attitudes toward teaching science. The potential for success

experiences can be increased by developing a degree of
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individualization in courses and programs, matching requirements to students' backgrounds and needs (Utah State
University).

Prospective teachers can experience success when they
are given a relatively safe environment in which to take
risks, be creative, and try their own ideas in designing a
science investigation (Ball State University). Opportunities
for expenential learning increase potential for success, and

help teachers understand the importance of hands-on

teaching in elementary science. They overcome anxiety
when they use simple laboratory materials that are in the
average school already, or can be purchased inexpensively
or collected from home (Eastern Michigan University).
Another way to create successful experiences for preservice teachers is to teach science in a context that makes it§
concepts relevant to_the learner. Emphasizing relationships
among the sciences, S/T/S, and human values makes science
relevant. When science is meaningful it is perceived aS easier to understand. Prospective teachers learn more. Perceiving themselves as successful learners of science builds their

self-confidence, which contributes to a positive attitude
toward teaching science.

Providing early field-based experiences with science

teaching is still another way to build positive attitudes
(University of Toledo). The experience of these eZemplars
suggests the value of teaching prospective teacher§ to teac!

in incremental stepsbeginning with cognitive information about an instructional technique, sampling its use by
teaching one's peers in the safety of the college classroom,
and then using the technique to instruct children in schoolS.

year. Many univerSitieS alSo have a significant number of
students who began their college careers in two-year insti-

tutions, with no opportunity for student teaching experience. An out§tanding feature of _the exemplary programs
at the University of Toledo, Utah State University, and Ball

State is that pro:pective teachers begin interacting with
children in schools during their first year of college.
Excellent Programs Convert Research into Practice

Features unique to the University of Georgia are the
Significant number of highly productive science education
researcherS and their capacity for translating 1h into
practice to improve science teacher education.
Excellent Programs Have Excellent Faculties

Since teachers teach a§ they Were taught, it is essential
that the people who teach science to preservice teachers

model desirable behaviors. Then, the analysis of the
in§tructor'§ teaching can be an integral part of science

information.
Faculty at each of the exemplary institutions have F-JxpeHence in teaching precollege science and interest in providing high quality in§truction. While some faculty have access
to well-equipped resource centers on carnpus (University of
Georgia, Eastern Michigan University) and others use facilities in local school districts (Austin Peay State University),
they all model e: --tplary teaching Ind professional behaviors.

Looking To The Future;
Excellent Programs Provide Early and Continuous Experience with
Children

The interface between an institution of higher ec ucation
(IHE) and the local school districts facilitates
Improvement in the §chool di§tricts' elementary science
programs
Opportunities throughout the college program to t.:ach
Science to children in schools
Student teaching which includes experience in ooth planning and teaching science to elementary school students
The University of Toledo and Austin Peay State Univer=

sity both deliberately design their teacher education programs to serve as change strategies for iinprovement in
their cooperating schools. Austin Peay's particular contribution is the school-site science center, a model for a formal

structure to enhance relationships between a university

.

As science educators, we need to continue to develop
programs which reflect the SESE criteria for teaching science

in the elementary grades, and ensure that prospective
teacher§
Gain the necessary pedagogical, scientific, and technological skills and knowledge

Function effectively in settings ranging from those with
fine current materials, equipment, and laboratory aides
to those that lack proper support
Can adjust creatively to the changes in sciencL teaching
that will be required of them throughout their careers in
the classroom

Are, themselves, adults who function as reasoning,
decision-making citizens in this scientific and technological So-ciety

and a school district. It provides opportunities for a variety

One caution is in order. In our zeal to move forward in
response to the demands of rapid change, we must be judi-

teachers, inservice teachers, children in school; and community volunteers. Prospective teachers learn to perform
even in settings that are not equipped with ideal apparatus,
as they and their peers generate materials for the center
This model also addresses the preservice teacher's need for
a transition to full time teaching by creating a continuum

That which ekperience has Shown to be of value should be
retained. We will, for example, continue to teach process
skills, while seeking bold new approaches.
AS these exemplar§ and those Who follow their example
attain the desired state for preservice elementary teacher
education in science; we will be meeting the need to improve

of interactions among the IHE _professor, preservice

from preservice to inservice_education.

Utah State University has structured a permanent planning committee to guide its portal school, composed of university faculty members, teachers, principals, and representatives of the university laboratory school.
In traditional programs, preservice teachers have their

cious and not "throw the baby out with the bath water."

the quality and quantity of science children learn in the
elementary sthoolS Of our nation. Prospective teachers will
be willing and able to meet the challenge of preparing their

students for the dramatically different world those students will inhabit as adults in the twenty-first century.

first contact with students in their third undergraduate
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